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The concern of the study is to explore the use of an empowerment
approach in providing rural women with water. It proposes that
the essence of empowerment in a rural water supply is in the
/
blending of technical with the social activities. It has been
noted that the provision of rural water supply has multiple
developmental advantages. Several studies have also pointed out
that rural development policies will either not have their
intended effect, or might even produce unintended negative
outcomes, if the role and position of rural women is not
distinctly considered(Sen & Grown, 1987; Longwe, 1988; Young,
1988; Melchior, 1989; Narayan-Parker 1989; Friedman et al. 1990;
Blackie, 1990; Friedman, 1991).
That is why this paper is going to proceed from a belief that
any rural water scheme whose goal is that of development should
have women's participation as the main objective 'to achieve that
goal. This means mobilising women into more dynamic roles in all
stages, from planning to implementation and through to the
monitoring of water schemes. This should not be seen as desirous
only because it is a basic rights issue which makes economic
sense but because it realizes the necessity for them to take
control of their lives. It is suggested that gender relations
(ie. relations between men and women ) have to be considered,
for these relations determine the presence or the absence of
empowerment.
It is also the contention of this paper that communities have an
integrated approach to development, and as such the provision of
water per se, can not be explored in isolation. The supply of
water through the empo~erment approach necessitates or even
succeeds the organisation of other basic needs required by rural
people for development. This holistic view is critical, in rural
areas J because it is often argued that access to any form of
resource is influenced by women's total circumstances(Friedman,
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1989) Blackie, 1990).
It is consequently suggested therefore that, non-formal
education as an empowering process as well as community
organisation constitute a necessary condition for providing
access to safe water and sanitation. The success of any rural
water supply can then be tested by, seeing community organisation
replicating itself in the same community for further
development. Thereafter the implications for planning will also
be explored.
The study is divided into three parts. It starts by explaining
the rationale and the purpose of the study. The rationale is
presented in terms of a theoretical background to empowerment
and conceptual rationale from a gender -planning perspective.
The second part presents a discussion of what the empowerment
approach entails in rural water supply. A framework which forms
the basis for an evaluation of the presence or absence of
empowerment in a rural water supply programme is formulated.
The framework advances five necessities that shape the
empowerment approach in a rural water scheme, these are
effective participation the development of women
sustainability of water schemes ; effective use of water sources
and replicability of development benefits. The methods for
facilitating the employment of community organisation are
explored. The problems that emerge with that will be identified
and discussed.
The third part constitutes a case study of Mabheleni Water
Scheme in which an assessment of the project will be made. The
appraisal of the scheme will be made in terms of the presence or
absence of empowerment in this community according to
participation in voluntary organisation, the classification of
roles and structural autonomy within organisations. Effective
and sustainable use of water facilities will be examined. Then
the capacity of or the extent to which women's roles can be
transformed as well as the possibility for project replicability
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will be investigated.
1.1. The relevance of the study to planning
At the end of the International Drinking Water Supply and
Sanitation Decade (1981 - 1990) and with the trend towards
'appropriate technology', sustainable water schemes in rural
areas remain a source of contenti~us planning and development
debate. Water schemes still breakdown almost immediately after
completion. The implementation and maintenance of schemes
without external assistance is still almost non existent. As the
world focus is gradually shifting from water supply and
sanitation to other basic needs, it is important for planners,
engineers and other development practitioners to maintain the
momentum generated by the decade. It is also crucial to learn
from previous mistakes whilst noting that the scenario within
which such processes are going to continue may be totally
different (Makhetha, 1990; Blackie, 1990).
Rural communities have numerous needs, all of which have to be
addressed at regional, national and international levels. South
Africa is experiencing a period of major changes. The
development of rural areas is going to be affected by those
changes. It is therefore imperative that in order to maximise
returns of the ever diminishing resources, and to maximise
economic and political control, that the question of empowerment
in development projects is addressed more carefully.
Rural development normally involves the improvement of the
quality of life in those areas. The most marked social
characteristic of the rural areas in South Africa is poverty.
The widely used indicator to measure poverty is income. However,
there are other indicators which can help anyone involved in
rural development to measure the quality of life. For instance,
they can be infant mortality rate, distance walked to school,
and water supply. Service provision also contributes in the
improvement of the quality of life. Quality of life though, is
ultimately not only about poverty, but also about the capacity
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of rural poor to take greater control of their lives. Hence,
the focus of this study on sustainable water through the
empowerment approach.
Statistics have shown that in Third World countries, 127
countries [ie. 30 %] of rural people, and 75 % of urban people
have safe drinking water. Sanitation is the luxury, more than
3/4 of people in rural areas ,and nearly half in towns and
cities do not have it (Falkernmark, 1982). South Africa is no
exception, the most impoverished areas which have been totally
neglected in service provision (among other things), are the
rural areas. It is therefore important to explore the
significant ways of providing such services for the betterment
of the quality of life in these areas :
In addition, women have for a long time been directly linked to
the provision of water and sanitation. Women have tended to be
considered only as end users, last-in-the-line receivers. Seldom
have they been considered as decision makers, agriculturists,
hydrologists and other skilled personnel, who could have been a
positive influence in the type of systems and services they most
need. Yet, they constitute the majority of the permanent rural
population.
They have been singled out in this study because, they take
water and sanitation issues seriously. This is because where
there is no drinking water, running water, or toilets, women
spend many hours hauling water for many uses or caring for
children with water-borne diseases. Women are the main carriers,
users, and managers of water, they therefore bare the brunt of
the lack of safe drinking water and sanitation. They also have a
special interest in securing these things for their communities
(Instraw, 1990).
Attempts have been made to redress the problems of inadequate
rural water supplies. However, it is of little use to install
thousands of pumps and dig hundreds of wells if these are not
maintained through active commu~ity participation. Nevertheless,
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community participation does not occur in a vacuum but is
s~tuated within a concrete social, economic and political
context (Lund, 1987}. Also, community participation is futile if
it is not effective. Therefore, it requires mobilisation of
people particularly women into more dynamic roles in all stages
of the water supply programmes. It is also not enough to
mobilise them through specific physical projects, without
consolidating the work into an organised offensive for further
development. That is why community organisation should be able
to provide skills that will allow replicability of projects and
self- reliance within rural communities.
Because of all these reasons this study will focus on :
effective participation; the development of women; effective and
sustainable use of water sources; and the ability for projects
to replicate in other areas. These constitute the empowerment
approach. They are relevant to planning because they are part of
of rural development and aim at improving the quality of life of
those who live in rural areas.
It is often argued that the requirement for understanding and
assessing any particular development activities is
understanding the theoretical influences which have informed the
different approaches. The theoretical background to the
empowerment approach will therefore, be given in the succeeding
chapter (Lund, 1987; Friedman, 1987; Moser, 1989).
CHAPTER 2
2.1. Theoretical Background
Development theory forms the background on which the empowerment
approach is based. The empowerment approach can be seen as a
development policy with origins that can be traced to the
changing policies which address the problem of poverty. Its
origins are derived less from the First World research on
development, but have concentrated more among Third World
studies, popularly used by grassroots development organisations
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(Sen & Grown, 1987; Friedman, 1989; Moser, 1989). However,
theoretically the approach has largely been informed and
influenced by the Basic Human Needs (BHN) approach.
The Basic Human Needs approach came about as a result of wide
disenchantment with the previous policies and efforts about
development (Ghai, 1977; Lee, 1977; Streeton, 1977; Liepziger
1977; Crosswell 1981; Lisk, 1985). The previous policies on
rural development concentrated on economic growth as the most
effective way of eradicating poverty. The whole impetus was on
'modernising' the 'backward' or 'traditional' areas so that they
can also resemble the 'developed' First World countries. It was
believed that the gains of economic growth would automatically
'trickle down' to the poor and their benefits would spread
widely. Too much faith was also put in the governments as the
democratic vehicles, whose concern for the poor obliged them to
extend the benefits of growth through social services and
progressive taxation (Streeton, 1977; Lisk, 1985).
However, the intractability of the problem of rural poverty
forced a universal realisation of the inadequacy of this view.
(Streeton, 1977; Liepziger, 1977; Lee, 1977). Income and other
benefits of economic growth did not 'trickle down', rather,
growth was often accompanied by industrial dualism - (i.e.
expansion of the 'modern' urban and industrial sector alongside
stagnation in the rest of the economy). There were instead,
stagnating levels of food production, nutritional decline, a
breakdown of rural communities and massive and uncontrollable
migration towards urban areas. This was the demise of the
modernisation approach
The modernisation approach was bound to have an impact on women
who constitute the majority of the rural poor. It had a negative
impact or had even worsened the overall position of women in
those societies. (bv ionorino their central role in the rural
economies or underdpvPlnnprl .nllnTri~_' _Hnw~v~r_ fnl1nwino the
modernis~tinn ~nnrn~.h The Wnrlrl ~~nk ~"rl nthpr international
development ~~pnlips Inmp with An irlp~ nf rlirprtinq development
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programmes and policies to specific 'disadvantaged' groups. This
was called the 'target approach' (Lee 1977). They felt that
indiscriminatory and general distribution had failed to make a
dent to the problem of rural poverty. During this period, some
development writers felt that women were a target group that
needed to be int~grated into this 'modernisation ~ cum-
development' process as they had previously been excluded. In
this way it was felt that they needed to be included in the
'innovation - diffusion', just like men (Boserup, 1970; Rogers,
1980) .
The concept of 'integration of women into (modernisation)
development' also came under attack. It was criticised because
it implied that such big planning agencies and international aid
organisations like the World Bank and United Nations (who
supported it), which also implied that women had been invisible
to them. This meant that an external agent was needed to act on
them and women's participation in development was not regarded
as a significant factor in development, because it could not be
measured in economic terms. As such ... :
"By defining women as housewives and breeders, it is possible to
obfuscate the fact that they are subsidising, as unpaid family
workers and as low paid production workers, the modernisation
process." (Hies 1986 : 188)
Practically, the modernisation approach had serious concrete
implications, particularly considering women's day -to- day
lives. For instance, women's access to resources and the
. ,
marginalisation of basic needs from the dom~nant production
structures had been effectively reduced, which meant that their
own role as the predominant fulfillers of those needs was
diminished (Sen & Grown, 1987). Problems with the implementation
of this model resulted in the formulation of the 'redistribution
with growth' (RWG) approach.
This notion was still within the modernisation perspective in
that its proponents argued that'growth was necessary for
sustained large-scale redistribution. In fact, this approach
called for women to be actively 'involved in economic production.
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Howeve~, they fu~the~ suggested that ~edist~ibution with g~owth
was a p~econdition fo~ sustained g~owth, and to stimulate local
demand. They ~edi~ected thei~ emphasis to small scale and
info~mal secto~ development and the maximal use of local
~esou~ces fo~ local demand. (Dewa~ et.al. ,1986)
This position implied that women a~e passive, and that
inte~vention in te~ms of 'development fo~ the people' became
untenable. Like mode~nisation, it was seen to be 'top-down' with
the main aim of 'mode~nising'. Mo~eove~, this app~oach was
c~iticised fo~ its minimal and supe~ficial look at social
se~vice p~ovision. Besides, some people a~gued that it demanded
too much ~adical ~est~uctu~ing fo~ it to have its intended
effects (Dewa~ et.al. ,1986). A disillusionment with the
sho~tcomings of the ~edist~ibution with g~owth app~oach led to
the p~omotion of BHN app~oach. It is suggested that the~e a~e
two ve~sions of the BHN app~oach, the conse~vative and the
~adical ve~sion.
The BHN app~oach was initiated by the Inte~national Labou~
O~ganisation (ILO) (Lisk 1985) as a way of add~essing p~oblems
gene~ated by the mode~nisation model (F~iedman 1989). Its
cent~aJ emphasis was on meeting the basic needs of the poo~
masses within the sho~test possible time. It ~ealised that
g~owth had failed to b~ing about any tangible imp~ovements in
the living standa~ds of the poo~ instead it had led to thei~
absolute impove~ishment (G~iffin & Khan, 1977).
The BHN st~ategy took some elements of the RWG app~oach in that
it emphasised the utilisation of local ~esou~ces, small scale
labou~ - intensive technologies, but all fo~ meeting the basic
needs of the people. A minimum set of goods and se~vices
necessa~y fo~ human su~vival we~e identified and ta~geted fo~
the poo~est. They we~e defined to include food, shelte~;
clothing; safe d~inking wate~; sanitation and health se~vices;
education and t~anspo~t. Since it acco~ded the key ~ole to
public se~vice in combating pove~ty as well as ~edist~ibution of




The 'c on ve n t i o n a l ve ....sion of the BHN app ....oach opens up the
possibility of autonomous, self sustained g ....owth fo .... the Thi ....d
Wo .... ld. Some of the st ....ategies identified to p ....acticalise this
app oach we ....e: the need to encou ....age mo.... e employment of the
poo ; community pa .... ticipation with g ....eate .... emphasis on the
'bottom-up' management style; mo....e social se vices to be paid
fo .... by taxation; the c ....eation and suppo .... t fo institutions fo ....
p ....omoting social development (Ghai 1977, F .... iedman 1987).
Neve .... theless, it has been suggested that this app ....oach is
....elatively ambiguous (Dewa .... et.al. 1986). It has also been
c .... iticised fo .... continuing to emphasise economic p ....oduction, and
othe .... economic aspects, at the expense of people's pa .... ticipation
and long te .... m possibilities fo .... sustaining autonomous
development.
The ....adical ve .... sion of BHN is mo.... e advanced because of its
belief in the t ....ansfo ....mation of existing st ....uctu ....es. Its aim is
to e ....adicate dependency and foste .... autonomous ·cont ....ol with
sustainable development. Unde .... this va .... iation of BHN,
unde ....development is seen as a p ....oblem of exploitation ....athe ....
than lack of ....esou ....ces (De ....man & Poultney 1987).
Poverty is seen as merely the symptom rather than the cause of
underdevelopment. The most important concern is to empower
people to participate in the development process so that they
are also involved in directing this process. Such participation
is seen to occur in a way which will ultimately affect
structural changes as well." (in Friedman 1989 : 15)
This implies that the way development change can occu........equi ....es
empowe ....ment of communities. The ....e is an acknowledgement that,
unless all poo .... people who pa .... ticipate in 'development', a ....e
mobilised and empowe ....ed to dete ....mine and decide what they need
and how they will achieve those needs, even the ....adical BHN
would not help them. They need to have mo....e di ....ect access to
....esou ....ces and mo....e say in p ....oject choices, planning and
implementation. Women in this instance have to take the
fo ....ef ....ont ....ole (Palme .... 1977; Magui ....e, 1984; F .... iedman 1989). This
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therefore calls for a serious consideration of gender relations,
patriarchal structures and attitudes. Unless this is done, no
amount of redistribution of even power and control may reach the
rural poor, particularly ,wo me n .
This is evidenced through the experiences of Third World women
that women can not be developed in one area while they are
subjugated in another.It has been observed that if a woman earns
some money through an income -generating -project but does not
control the income distribution in the household, this limited
economic programme might end up benefiting the husband,who
might not necessarily be enlightened about or sufficiently
sensitive to the desperate need for basic services. That is why
a more dynamic and gender sensitive approach is relevant.
Although the empowerment approach is largely similar to radical
BHN, feminists writers have used it to focus its attention on
the need to recognise gender relations between men and women.
Apart from participating together with men to empower themselves
as disadvantaged communities, they both should be encouraged to
transform power relations existing between them, their household
and their communities. Such power relations are often derived
from production relations, and sexual division of labour,
according to who does what labour and who controls which
resources. Within this framework, therefore, development has a
broader meaning than economic growth because it includes the
aspect of human growth.
The empowerment approach questions the assumptions concerning
the interrelationship between power and gender relations. While
it recognises the importance of women to have power, it seeks to
identify power not in terms of domination over others. Meaning,
that it does not assume that a gain for women ~ill be a loss for
men. However, it concentrates more on the need for women to
increase their own self -reliance and internal strength. This is
identified as :
"the right to determine choices in life and to influence the
direction of change, through the ability to gain control over
crucial material and nonmaterial resources" (Moser, 1989: 1815).
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More importantly, the empowerment approach places less emphasis,
it is argued, on increasing women's status relative to men, but
delves on empowerment of women through the redistribution of
<,
power, within, as well as between, societies. It basically
questions the fact that development necessarily helps all men
and that women want to be integrated into the "western design
development, inwhich they have no choice in defining the kind of
society they want" (Moser, 1989 : 1815 from UNAPCWD, 1979;
Friedman, 1991).
The approach has also been actively promoted by women and men
who are directly involved in development work. Most of the
literature on this approach is found in development projects
'documents and pamphlets. For instance; Abrams of the Rural
Advice Centre, a nongovernmental organisation that works with
rural communities defines it as :
" the establishment of collective power for the
fulfillment of the individual. It incorporates financial,
community and political leverage to gain control of the people's
resources and destiny" (Abrams, 1990 :2-3).
According to him, rural areas are characterised by seven aspects
which, when combined, constitute rural 'entrapment'. These are:
poverty, lack of financial control; environmental restraints
(like lack of water, sanitation etc.); marginalisation; lack of
access to expertise and information; repressive forms of
authority and control. He argues rightly, that if one is to talk
about rural development then one should aim at disentangling the
rural people from this 'rural entrapment'. That would be
redressing the above issues. In this way one would be engaging
in 'rural empowerment' (Abrams, 1990).
The result of empowerment of individuals, people, communities
and mass organisations is seen as the gaining of control of
social, political and economic factors which influence people's
daily lives. Importantly, the regaining of knowledge and self-
confidence, both individually and collectively becomes the key
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to contientisation and mobilisation. The result of which becomes
reflected in informed practices through a learning process and
development experience.
The process of empowerment should involve the analysis of the
process of entrapment. It should negate the process whereby the
poor wait as victims for someone else to redress their
grievances. Thereafter, empowerment should result in gaining
the will to act, and if that happens the poor can be empowered
in the midst of their poverty.
Needless to say, gender sensitivity in the implementation of
projects whose objectives is empowerment has been practised.
However, most case studies of the gender aware projects operate
at a very small scale, localized level. Their concern has been
to ensure that the whole context of women 's lives are addressed
in the development intervention. It is often argued that "it is
through confronting the concrete realities in new and innovative
ways that development becomes more than just an income
generating project or the delivery of a water pump" (Friedman
1987 :20).
In the practical implementation of Rural Water Supply , this
implies that it is through the blending of the social and
technical inputs that the provision of water, achieves a
development objective ( Friedman et al ,1990). How this can be
done is going to be discussed in part 11. The mechanism for the
blending to happen will be a framework which will be formulated.
Before I discuss it, the framework also needs to be put in its
theoretical context from a gender -planning perspective.
2.2 GENDER - PLANNING PERSPECTIVE
This section adresses the reasons why the empowerment approach
is useful for the purpose of Rural Water Supply from a gender
planning perspective. Since the 1970's there has been general
consensus or acknowledgement that women play an important role
in development.However, what ha$ been lacking is the actual
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translation of this recognition into planning practice. Possibly
because there is lack of clarity over whether it is really
possible to plan for the needs of women in their own right,
rather than planning for communities or family or households
which include men. Gender -Planning is about the clarification
of that concept.
Gender -planning is about the articulation of planning needs of
men and women in a way that can address three practical
problems, those are :
1] Redirecting the perceptions of development authorities from
being gender -blind oriented to being gender - aware
2] Developing an analysis of gender divisions and their
complexities, into methodological tools which can enable the
planning practitioners to translate gender awareness into
practice.
3] Creatively and sensitively 'grafting ' g e nd e r onto existing
planning disciplines.
Recent gender studies [Molyneux ,1985 ; Sen &Grown , 1987;
Moser, 1989] have tended to agree that no matter how feminists
attempt to theorize the position of women in development , if
the above three are not addressed ••.
.... women will always be marginalised in planning theory and
practice until theoretical feminist concerns are adequately
incorporated into a gender planning framework, which is
recognized in its own right as a specific planning
approach."[Moser,1989 :1800]
One understands that rural women are already marginalised and
the shortage or lack of access to safe water and sanitation is
linked to gender relations. In order to understand this it is
suggested that one needs to realize that Third World women are
experiencing triple oppression. Also ,in all endeavours that
seek to incorporate women into development, the articulation of
their needs for planning purposes is done through the meeting of
'strategic gender needs' and 'practical gender needs '. This can
be explained in terms of the usefulness of a gender -planning
perspective (Molyneux 1985 ; Yo~ng, 1988; Moser 1989).
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Gender Planning is based on the simple understanding that women
and men play different roles in society. As a result their needs
also are often different. The roles they play, as a member of a
particular sex, are socially constructed. Within these roles
women are systematically situated in a subordinate position.
Their work includes not only reproductive work(in terms of child
bearing and rearing responsibilities) ,but also productive
work(often as incoming earners - in rural areas - agriculture)as
well as community management work. Because of the chronic
shortage of basic services in rural areas (water,health etc.),it
is women who not only suffer most, but also who are forced to
take responsibility for the allocation of limited resources to
ensure the survival of their households (Palmer, 1977;
Falkernmark, 1982; Sen & Grown, 1987; Moser, 1989)
"The vantage point of poor women thus enables us not only to
evaluate the extent to which development strategies
benefit or harm the poorest and most oppressed sections of the
people, but also to judge their impact on a range of sectors and
activities crucial to socio - economic development and human
wel fare" (Sen and Grown, 1987).
However, the gender - planning perspective does not overlook the
importance of race, ethnicity and class, but only concentrates
on gender because it is much too often subsumed within class in
both policy and planning. (Moser 1989)
The gender- planning framework proposes that planning should be
based on the ~rioritized concerns of those being planned for.
This requires that when identifying and implementing planning
needs, planners should disaggregate households and families
within the communities on the basis of gender. This would help
to recognize the necessity of relating planning to women's
specific requirements. Gender - Needs therefore, need to be
identified.
Gender - Needs can be divided into Strategic Gender Needs
(SGN)and Practical Gender Needs (PGN). In practice, these two
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these needs is therefore crucial in order for realistic
parameters to be achieved in a planning process. (Molyneux 1985;
Young,1988)
According to Molyneux (1985) strategic gender interests (SGI)
are derived from an analysis of women's subordination and from
the establishment of alternative and gratifying patterns of
survival from those that exist. This implies that if all women's
SGI's can be met all women would be emancipated. For instance
Molyneux sites such interests as
" the abolition of sexual division of labour, the alleviation of
domestic labour and childcare; removal of institutionalised
forms of discrimination; the establishment of freedom of choice
over childbearing; the adoption of adequate measures against
male violence and control over women; the attainment of
political equality "(Molyneux, 1985 :233).
This is met through both state intervention and bottom- up
struggles of women.
Practical Gender Interests (PGI) are derived from the position
in which women are situated within the gender division of
labour. They address practical needs for survival like shelter,
food or water. Understanding the distinction between these
interest has implications for the meeting of needs of women.
For instance, meeting PGN's only can constitute an end in itself
or can be used as a means to achieve SGN's. This means that
providing water to women comprises a welfarist provision in
terms of meeting PGN's unless accompanied by longer term social
organisation and development, which constitutes meeting SGN's.
As Friedman puts it:
"When development is understood as a process of human
development, then the latter path is to be favoured. The
totality of a person's being is considered (physical;
emotional and sexual needs) and they are not simply
viewed as objects to consume services; to generate income or
produce children" (Friedman, 1991 :~2).
In terms of the empowerment approach to providing rural women
with water supplies, it is important to understand these
18
distinction so that providing water can be seen in its totality.
That is, meeting gender needs. It is important to establish what
empowerment actually entail, the following part will provide a
framework with which to measure empowerment.
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PART 11 : THE EMPOWERMENT APPROACH IN RURAL WATER SUPPLY
CHAPTER 3.
INTRODUCTION
Empowerment can be used in a number of circumstances as a buzz
word which practically carries no meaning. However, it has been
suggested that it can carry a concrete meaning if it can be
measured. (Longwe, 1990; Narayan-Parker, 1990; Melchior, 1989)
Nonetheless this does not mean that it should be made a dogma, but
be possible in a practical sense. The focus of this chapter is on
developing a framework for measuring empowerment in a rural water
supply programme. This framework was used as a mechanism for
measuring empowerment in Mabheleni which is my case study area.
The framework for measuring empowerment constitutes five indicators,
which when prevalent in a rural water supply programme, reflect the
presence of empowerment. These five indicators will be discussed in
this chapter and thereafter, their applicability will be tested in the
Mabheleni Project. The five indices are: Effective participation, the
role and development of women, effective utilisation of water
sources, sustainable use of water supply and replicability of
projects.
3.1. Indicators to measure empowerment
3.1.1.Effective Participation
Participation in development planning has been widely advocated, such
that it has tended to become a cliche for many projects. However,
various studies have acknowledged that little progress has been
made in translating these ambitions into e~fective action (Korten
1980; Gow and Vansant, 1983; Lund, 1987).
At any rate, it still stands to reason that effective participation
is a foundation to empowerment. Effective participation depends on
three interelated components. These are: commitment to action,
20
community organisation and two-way communication.
Commitment to action
I
Meeting many basic human needs requires collective action. The widely
recognised and effective method has been putting the community in
charge. However, there is a danger of romanticising 'the community'
expecting rural people to demonstrate a cohesion, capacity, and the
will that do not exist elsewhere, whether a rural or urban area.
Another danger is to make the notion of community participation
trivial by using it as a euphemism for low cost labour. Proper
community participation and organisation, though, has tremendous
potential, and there are several conditions under which community
organisation can contribute towards empowerment of the community in
order to run a successful rural water scheme. (Briscoe & deFerranti,
1988) But firstly there should be commitment to action.
Community organisation
The important thing about community organisation is to recognise
that development with empowerment is a human process. "If
development is a human process then the way in which humans
organise themselves will determine how they develop" (Abrams, 1990
:8). One of the most important phases in a development project is
how it starts. If the community takes the initiative then that
project stands a chance of developing from a sound foundation. It is
also important that as soon as the project starts the community is
aware or made aware that they own the project. The development
agent, be it a governmental or non-governmental organisation, simply
does not own it. Whatever the problem, it is their problem. If some
community assistance is needed as a requirement by the agency, and
the community does not want to get involved, it is still their
problem. And they bear the responsibility of making it work even if
they need assistance. (Briscoe & de Ferranti, 1988; Abrams, 1990)
However, this does not mean that the community should be expected
to work on its own, without the professional help it requires from
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development personnel. But the development agent should have the
capacity and the will to support the endeavors of local people.
Two-way communication
A two-way communication between the actors has been promoted by
different development practitioners and theorists. It is argued that
this communication must foster critical awareness and be based on
the bottom-up planning by the grassroots people along with the
development agents. Organisation simply can not be done to a
community, however there needs to be a careful discernment to
ensure that the 'community' is represented by some form of
democratic or collective basis. It should be noted that the actions
of a development agent also call for accountability to their clients,
the community in this case. There is actually a mutual arrangement
between the two, from which both parties benefit.
The reality is that very few villagers will necessarily act out of
true altruism (as much as in other societies), therefore it is
suggested that there should be guarding against a few elite acting
to advance their own cause, for self-interest could be a powerful
organisational and developmental motivation. "A project aimed at
meeting the greatest common self-interest is likely to succeed."
(Abrams,1990:9 ; Mahase et al ,1989)
According to Mahase et al (1989) the role of the development
personnel should be an advisory one, for communities must always
make the decisions about what affects their lives. Participation goes
beyond the level of tokenism if the community makes and changes
decisions. The roles of skilled personnel are powerful ones and can
be manipulative, thus, decentralised decision making is important.
Notwithstanding, these communities should be able to make informed
decisions. For instance, they will not choose a ventilated pit
latrine if they do not know that a choice exists. This requires the
adviser to translate the basic technology in order to make an
informed choice, for they can not be expected to understand the
dynamics of open channel flow, for an example. Apart from being
advisers, the skilled personnel ' s ho u l d also be able to understand
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the intricacies involved in community organisation and thus should
live in the areas during field trips and workshops.
It is often recognised that within the organisation conflict might
arise, however, it can either be divisive or cohesive. Whilst divisive
conflict must be avoided, cohesive conflict should be encouraged in
order to enhance the project. The formation of a single development
organisation should have a snow ball effect if it has an impact on
the community. However, this should not negate the autonomy of
individual organisations. This requires that skills should be implanted
into the community about financing, managing and monitoring the
projects (WaIters 1987; Mahase et aI, 1989; Abrams, 1990)
In summary, effective participation requires that there should be i)
transfer of ownership to the local people,
ii) willingness to act and be accountable, by both the beneficiary
and the benefactor,
iii) collective action
iv) a translation of professional and technical expertise to the local
people
v) a horizontal and vertical information network system
vi) use of the greatest common self-interest
vii) building on positive aspects of any conflict
viii) structural autonomy
(Korten, 1980; Hoek-Smit, 1985; Lund, 1987; Mahase et al,1989; Abrams,
1990; Walker, 1990). The next indicator for testing empowerment is the
development of women.
3.1.2.The role played by and the development of women
It is well known that women are the arbiters of health behaviour in
the home, as well as the usual haulers of water - therefore, they
have been targeted for messages concerning the use of safe water.
It has also become clear that if they are to be prime recipients of
information on water use and sanitation practice, they should be
enlisted in the management and control end of things (Falkernmark,
1982; Blackie, 1990; Walker, 1990).
Not only that, in practice, planners and development practitioners
have to realise that women generally constitute the majority of the
rural population, and that without their development, there can be no
empowerment. They do all the work, from domestic through to
production to income generation and reproduction. They are the most
exploited section of the population and also the poorest of the
poor. Like men, they are entrapped by rural poverty, yet they lack
access to education, improved technology and tools, work related
skills and have excessive work burdens in addition, more than men. If
empowerment is to mean the struggle of the poor to dismantle the
shackles of poverty then women need to play a big role in that
struggle. In addition, if empowerment is to be a route through which
the provision of rural water can be effective, the condition and
position of women needs to be transformed 1. However, it would be
realistic to recognise this will be a human process.
Because it is important for women to participate and be empowered,
it is necessary to define criteria by which empowerment can be
measured. Longwe (1990) has formulated criteria to measure women's
development in any area of social life. She formulated a hierarchy of
the empowerment of women.
The hierarchy is
" control "
" "I~partic i pa tion-ll
" "I~onscientisationil
" "11 access 11
" "11 welfare "
11 11
Starting from the bottom, welfare is the first stage in the ladder
and it addresses practical needs of women. At this level the concern
is about the material well being of women, relative to men, with
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respect to the basic needs for survival (e.g. food supply, income,
medical care). At this level of equality, it is not important if women
themselves are the active creators and producers of their material
needs. As long as these needs are provided for women as well, the
first step of the ladder is achieved. Thus, one hurdle towards
equality and empowerment is overcome.
The second step constitutes access to the factors of production on
an equal basis with men. This stage requires that women also have
access to such factors like land, labour, credit, training and market
facilities etc .. What this means is that for the equality of access
to be obtained there should be equality of opportunity. Thus reform
of the law, policie~ and other administrative practices that
discriminate against women would entail equality of opportunity. In
that way this step of the ladder towards empowerment of women will
be achieved.
The third step is conscientisation. This refers to the need for an
understanding of the difference between sex and gender roles and
that they are socially or culturally formulated and thus can be
changed. Conscientisation also means that there should be a
commitment towards a fair and agreeable sexual division of labour
which is against economic and political domination of one sex by the
other. Belief in sexual equality forms the basis of gender awareness.
Thus, if conscietisation is achieved, that ensures collective
participation by both sexes towards a process of empowering women.
The fourth level towards empowerment constitutes participation in
the decision making process and policy formulation and administration.
It is not enough for women to be involved in implementation and
management but they should be able to make and change decisions.
Thus participation should entail participation of women at all levels
of project from pre-planning through to planning, implementation and
evaluation.
The highest level in the hierarchy of empowerment of women is
control. This refers to "more than just mere participation of women
in the decision making process, but utilisation of this participation
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through conscientisation and mobilisation, to achieve equality of
control over the distribution of benefits" (Longwe, 1990:8).
The achievement of this level of control necessitates a balanced
control between men and women without a prescription in ratios. This
will be indicated by a situation where there is no position of
dominance or subordination. However, it is important to note that the
process of control has its own obstacles. Firstly the powerful might
resist transfering control. Secondly, achieving this level is complex
in the face of the already existing alienation and lack of information
(Arnstein, 1969; Kindervatter, 1979).
On the basis of the above outline, formulated by Longwe (1990)
women 's development in rural water supply will be tested in
Mabheleni. The next indicator of empowerment in rural water supply is
effective utilisation of water sources.
3.1.3 Effective utilisation of water
If people do utilise a water source, that does not guarantee that
the utilisation is effective. Effective utilisation refers to the use
that maximises benefits and minimises negative consequences (like
using safe water sources even when less than optimally convenient;
maintaining water quality from source to mouth; improved waste
handling practices
household purposes
increasing total volume of water used for
ensuring proper drainage near the source to
prevent breeding of mosquitoes; using water or waste for micro-
enterprises or horticulture). It constitutes optimal, hygienic and
consistent use of a water source over an extended period of time.
Without effective utilisation of a water source there can be no
positive health impact and little economic , social and environmental
impact. Therefore using this criteria to measure empowerment forces
planners to :
" give a central place to people, their behaviour, their preferences,
their willingness to pay, to operate and maintain, to organise and
bring about changes in themselves and their communities" (Narayan-
Parker, 1989 :4).
Optimal use concerns the use of water facilities to maximise
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economic benefits without short or long -term detrimental effects on
the environment. This implies that if a water facility was designed
for 100 people and only 10 use it, there is no optimal usage of
that facility. Also if a 'source is used only for domestic purpose and
mostly flows back into the ground without being harnessed for other
uses, like agriculture etc.,then the source is not used to its
maximum potential.
At an individual level, if women save no time either because of
distance , low water pressure, clearing up of disturbed water, or
crowding, then new water sources are unlikely to result in economic
benefits. On the other hand, optimal utilisation of water means that,
long term detrimental impact on the environment should be guarded
against. Hence four primary indicators have been derived to measure
out optimal utilisation of a safe-water source
1. Total number of users and their characteristics
2. Quantity of water used for all purposes (household and
production)
3. Time taken to use facilities ;
4. Water resource management. (Narayan-Parker, 1989 :7)
Next is the category of hygienic use, in gauging effective use of
water supply.
Hygienic use refers to the maintenance or improvement of quality of
drinking water after it has been withdrawn from the source.
(Narayan-Parker [11], 1989:7)
Although quality of water at source is important, water can be
contaminated in the journey from source to mouth. This is possible
in the process of withdrawing, carrying, transferring and storing.
However, contamination during its journey does not only depend on
handling and storage practices, but is also influenced by the
sanitary conditions at home and at the facility as well as by
personal hygiene. For instance, uncovered water containers are
exposed to things like, insects, animals and dirty hands, that can
contaminate water. Therefore, the issue of whether the containers
are covered or not is crucial.
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Wate~ can also be of poo~ quality at sou~ce (in te~ms of
taste,smell,bacte~iologicalpollution etc.), but can be treated
chemically o~ th~ough p~actices like boiling and filt~ation to imp~ove
quality. Imp~ope~ disposal of faeces is also ~elated to hygienic use
of wate~ and is a health haza~d.
In summa~y, the~e a~e five main catego~ies of sub-indicato~s to
measu~e hygienic use, these we~e used in evaluating hygienic use in
Mabheleni
1. Wate~ quality f~om sou~ce to mouth
2. Sou~ces of en~oute contamination ;
3. P~actices to imp~ove wate~ quality
4. Site and home hygiene
5. Pe~sonal hygiene.
The last catego~y in measu~ing effective use is to measu~e
consistent use.
Consistent use means the use of facilities th~oughout daily and
seasonal cycles, ove~ the life of a facility, even when less than
optimally convenient. (Na~ayan- Pa~ke~ [llJ, 1989 :7)
Walking past an unp~otected and unsafe wate~ -sou~ce du~ing the
~ainy season in o~de~ to fetch wate~ f~om a p~otected but fu~the~
away sou~ce, can have implications fo~ use of the safe-wate~
facility. The concept of consistent use also fo~ces conside~ation of
seasonal mig~ation patte~ns of households, which is p~evalent in some
~u~al a~eas.
The two main indicato~s that need conside~ation to test consistent
use a~e
1. Patte~n of daily use;
2. Patte~n of seasonal use. (Melchio~, 1989; Blackie, 1990;)
The ensuing indicato~ fo~ measu~ing empowe~ment is sustainability of
wate~ schemes.
3.1.4. Sustainability of water schemes
Sustained functioning of a wate~ scheme is an att~active advantage
any p~oject would seek to achieve. Howeve~, what this means and how
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it is measured is not easy to conceive. Narayan - Parker [11], (1989)
defines sustainabil~ty as :
"The ability to maintain efforts and derive benefits both at the
community and agency level without detrimental effects on the
environment, even after 'special assistance', managerial, financial anc
technical has been phased out." (1989 :9)
Any project that deals with the human interaction is bound to be
dynamic, it can not be static. Each community also has specific
peculiarities which can not be easily predicted in project planning,
even a water scheme. Hence the key to achieving sustainability is
planning for change or evolving with changing circumstances - that is
changes in finance, natural resources, policy, interests, demand and
capabilities.
One way that is central to achieving sustainability is to build
problem-solving capacities in communities and encouraging partnership
agencies to resolve problems as they arise, and to build in the
capacity to evolve with changing environments. This requires that
there should be effective participation, not tokenism, but realistic
decision-making processes.
However, building the capacity and confidence of people in
communities and agencies in management, knowledge generation and
technical skills is also crucial if sustainability is to be achieved.
This process is facilitated by making the design of a ' l e a r n i n g
environment' a central management task. A learning environment is
' c ha r a c t e r i s e d by facilitative leadership, shared vision, two- way
communication systems, resource and information generation and
conflict resolution. Water is a finite and mobile resource which
must be managed wisely. (Melchior, 1989; Narayan-Parker, 1989)
Water supply and sanitation projects can not be sustainable if they
are confined to one sector only. In real life they are not, and must
be embedded in and inter-related to other systems. For "i n s t a n c e , if
a water project is linked to a micro-enterprise development, this can
help to sustain cost recovery and team work between mUltiple
agencies to integrate sanitation and health education.
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The definition of sustainability as problem-solving capacity has
important implications for measuring sustainability, which are more
than measuring sustained functioning of facilities. Since
sustainability is not a static concept, it should include dynamic
measures which will indicate if sustainability can be maintained in a
changing environment. This applies to fluid aspects like, increased
confidence, competence, pride; future orientation of groups, ability
to self introspect; capacity to generate knowledge and resources;
systems for conflict resolution; ability to take initiatives (Narayan
-Parker [llJ, 1989 :9). This aspect of measurement is related to the
aspects that measure effective community organisation. Hence it will
depend on the type of project it is.
The dynamic measures should compliment the static measures of
whether sustainability has been achieved at a particular point in
time (eg. whether pumps are functioning or what has the community
contributed, labour or cash ?)
Hence there are five main indicators of sustainability
1. Installation and functioning of systems
2. Confidence and competence among individuals in the community and
in the agency.
3. Strong organisation within the community and within the agency.
4. Environmental conservation
5. Inter-organisational collaboration
(Narayan-Parker [11J, 1989 :10)
3.1.5. Replicability of the project
Replicability is "the ability to duplicate the processes of benefits
of a set of develop~ent activities in new locations after their
effectiveness has been demonstrated in limited geographic areas"
(Narayan- Parker [111J, 1989 :26).
Replicability of projects is more likely to occur if there is an
optimal use of local resources. This requires that there should be
more use of local people; local skills should be utilised and
e~plored; indigenous knowledge and e~isting procedures should be
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built upon. Such p~ojects a~e easie~ to ~eplicate than if they a~e
depended on exte~nal incentives and pe~sonnel. Howeve~, special
inputs may be necessa~y whilst the p~oject is in the ea~ly stages
fo~ developing effective st~ategies.
Small pilot effo~ts, though, should fi~st be p~oven in la~ge~
demonst~ation p~ojects. These inputs should va~y with the stage of
g~owth of a pa~ticula~ p~og~amme. Rondinelli (1983) has identified
th~ee b~oad stages th~ough which a p~og~amme can go befo~e its
~eplicability can be ~ated. These a~e : pilot , demonst~ation and
\
then ~eplication. These stages can occu~ at a dist~ict, ~egional as
well as national level.
The fundamental p~ocess in achieving ~eplicability involves
pa~ticipato~y p~ocesses, ~ooted in local cultu~e and institutions with
emphasis on human capacity and institutional development, as in
sustainability. The success of ~eplication va~ies with the scale at
which the p~oject is unde~taken. It is the~efo~e a diffe~ent
situation if the p~og~amme is to be duplicated on a la~ge scale. It
no~mally depends p~ima~ily on inc~easing efficiency of effo~t and on
administ~ative capacity to disseminate and delive~ p~og~ammes.
The following a~e the indicato~s of ~eplicability
1. Proportion and role of specialised personnel.
2. Establishment of the institutional framework.
3. Budget size and ·sheltering'.
4. Documented planning and implementation procedures
(Na~ayan-Pa~ke~, [l,ll,lllJ, 1989 ; Melchio~,1989)
3.1.6. Non -formal education
It is a well documented fact that fo~ communities to be able to take
cont~ol of thei~ lives they need some fo~m of education. Howeve~,
evidence suggests that 'fo~mal' education in the class situation is
inadequate fo~ the p~actical needs of ~u~al people. That is why this
study p~oposes non-fo~mal education as an app~op~iate p~ocess
towa~ds empowe~ment. Non-fo~mal education that empowe~s is that
fo~m of education which does not only p~omote the acquisition of .
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skills, but also emphasises the utilisation of these capabilities for
collaborative problem solving. Thus, it should be oriented towards
influencing the socio-economic structures and relationships through
group action-taking in relation to health, literacy and other
programmes. Nonformal educatinn ~~ ~n pmnnwprinn nrnress places an
emphasis nn hnw prl!lr~tinn rrnrpssps ~nrl rpl~tinnships affect the
learners (Kindervatter,1979 ;Friedman et aI, 1990).
In the context of rural water supply one may ask what education has
to do with planners and implementers of a water scheme? In what way
can they contribute ?
It is often argued that if a water programme is to have health
benefits, then education is necessary, since the link between health,
sanitation and water is not obvious. In Thailand for instance, many
villagers continued to collect water from a pond where a buffalo
lived, even after boreholes were drilled. They complained that the
water coming from boreholes was tasteless. It was only after an
intensive educational programme that they were convinced that deaths
of their children and the recurrent diarrhea was the result of
contamination of their traditional water source (Falkernmark, 1982
Friedman & Mahlawe, 1990).
Also, rural areas , unlike urban areas have got no identifiable
agencies like the municipality, where they can solicit a service
because people pay directly for maintenance and operation of those
services. Instead, the whole community is expected to take direct
responsibility for such. Thus effective participation becomes
necessary for maintaining the system. Because of this, some amount
of non-formal education adressed to the whole community is
essential if such a community is to participate fully in its projects
(Makhete,1990). Programmes arranged according to this framework have
been designed with the specific intention of enabling people to
critically analyse their own life situations and to develop skills
required for acting to improve their situations (Friedman et al ,
1990).
It is not possible to have a blue-print document for non-formal
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education because it is a process involving change and building of
problem-solving capacities. Thus each project will have its own
framework for training. Training for a rural water supply programme
should involve mass training, house to house visits, the use of mass
media, training of trainers, and training of planners and technicians.
Mass training
It is generally useful to use mass gatherings to impart a large
variety of information.With proper planning, these gatherings may be
used as a forum for a mass training. Careful consideration should be
placed on the quality and quantity of training ; timing of training
sessions, and the use of eXisting leadership.
The quality and quantity of training
The most important aspect in training sessions for rural water and
sanitation schemes is to keep the community interest throughout the
session. The methods have to be participatory,and at the level that
can be easily grasped and understood. The presentation should
generate interest in the community to participate in future meetings.
There should be a proper balance between the quantity of training
imparted per session. When training sessions interfere with the work
that people already have, the results would be disastrous.
Timing of training sessions
The timing of mass training sessions is therefore important to
determine the success thereof. Training needs to be given to people
who are in the right frame of mind to accept it , otherwise such
training becomes terribly wasted. Extensive efforts at community
motivation and health education must precede any such training.
Use of existing leaders
It is important that people who already have certain skills be
identified. Such people can then disseminate training to others who
might be slower in learning. However, it must be noted that training
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specific individuals gives them immense power.
used to the detriment of the project.
House to house visit
This position can be
House to house visits can be an effective tool for training. This
strategy is advantageous because of personal contact and the time
available to address issues. It however generally consumes a lot of
energy and time for the trainer and trainee. This strategy can help
to determine whether the community has received the training
required, the physical and psychological skills required to ensure a
successful and sustainable project.
Mass media
Various channels are available nowadays for imparting training to
rural communities. The radio seems to be a common feature in the
rural areas. Some rural people do read papers as well. The mass
media should however be used only as a backup to personal contact.
It can not be singly relied . upon for training because there is no
way of measuring the effectiveness of such training.
Training of trainers
Local trainers are the suitable candidates. If small groups are
trained and given the task of training others; it ensures manageable
and effective training. However this must be a co-ordinated activity
and the trainers should be really capable of dealing with the task
required of them. The effectiveness of this approach can be greatly
enhanced if training occurs locally, to the local people who are not
perceived by the community as outsiders or unacceptable and who
often do not identify with the problems of that locality.
,
Training of planners and implementers
The training of planners should be relevant to the needs of rural
population too. Despite the shift towards appropriate technology in
the last few years professional .and technological still lack training
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in this field. A water supply engineer or technician is inherently
not equipped to deal with the problems that arise in his field in
rural situations.
Nevertheless, the most crucial factor for effective training in a
rural water project is the integration of social and technical skills,
because sustainability of projects depends upon it. This means that
communities should be able to take control of all the aspects of the
project.
3.2. Limitations to empowerment
3.2.1. Empowerment versus disempowerment
It is worth noting that empowerment has to do with power, and there
can be no absolute empowerment without political power. This is the
major limitation to empowerment because, rural black people have got
no formal power at all. To them homelands (KwaZulu included)
constitute a daunting edifice of officialdom. Formal power rests with
the ' t r i ba l authorities'. These local authorities play their role
differently and the perception of the rural folk towards a particular
one depends upon his accessibility and identification with the needs
of the people.
In the face of the bureaucracy, corruption and inefficiency of these
structures, they are usually seen as part of the problem rather
than an agent of empowerment. Whereas they are supposed to play a
significant role in development administration (Hope, 1983; Abrams,
1990).
The tribal authority system forms the base-line sociopolitical
administrative structure in rural areas. It is also widely recognised,
that in underdeveloped countries the relationship between the
structures which play a determining role in the allocation and
distribution of resources, and the people, has direct consequences
for development (Korten and Uphoff, 1981; Hope, 1983 ; ZUlu, 1984;
McIntosh, 1990).
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But if one can characterise the tribal authority system of Kwa Zulu,
based on various literature, one would clearly agree it is a
re~triction towards empowerment. The structures do not lend
themselves to any form of representative or consensus democracy.
Particularly after the interference by colonial powers with the
traditional representative system as it operated before 1878 in
Natal. It has become more of an extension of the 'apartheid' state
apparatus than an organ which represent the people. Thus
functionally, it has tended to concentrate more on the bureaucratic
demands rather than on the co-ordination and articulation of the
popular wishes. Such a stand creates various barriers, which now
result in people blaming the local structure for what is actually the
responsibility of the political superstructure (Daphne, 1983; Zulu,
1984).
These structures are characterised by inefficiency, which is
fortified by the lack of job description for those responsible. They
often find themselves playing very conflicting or else contradictory
roles, (as administrative and representative personnel). The result is
that the majority of the incumbents do not fit into jobs they are
meant to perform, particularly concerning development. The rare
democratic chief, who genuinely has the interest of the people at
heart is often in conflict with the authorities. Because they also do
not have absolute power, particularly over a non-democratic and
exploitative state, they either have to join forces with the
superstructure,or relinquish their relative power. Some choose not
to, they want to cling to the relative power they have,and for that
they can be absolute hurdles to development with empowerment.
Therefore, this implies that empowerment to some, can be
disempowerment to other members of the community.
The 'tribal authorities' also drain the resources which could have
been used for local development in many ways. In addition, whilst
most bureaucratic· structures require some form of training so as to
streamline their performance, this is not the case with the tribal
autho~ities. Instead, apart from the common problems of
bureaucracies like red tape and unnecessary delays, tribal
authorities tend to be dysfunctional.
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According to Zulu (1984), because these tribal structures have to be
maintained as well, the social costs of that are usually felt by the
poor people. Economically too, they are a drain and tend to rely on
bribery and corruption to maintain control. However, in the current
economic recession " the people can no longer afford to sustain old
reciprocities and gift exchanges amidst poverty and deprivation"
(Zulu, 1984 :9). These practices are contrary to the principle of
empowerment which encourages community participation in day to day
activities of the people. For the principle of accountability does not
exist in their vocabulary and in their practice. This position adds tc
bottlenecks which can paralyse development for considerable periods
of time. Nevertheless, these occurrences do not apply
indiscriminately to all tribal authorities.
caution that needs to be taken seriously.
It is only a note of
"Any rural development work which takes place without taking
cognisance of the restrictions imposed by the tribal authorities
system, and without the intention to facilitate the creation of
alternative structures, is likely to have limited long-term impact"
(Daphne, 1985 :14).
3.2.2. The difficulties of participatory approaches to planning
Participation is by no means a new approach in development. It has
existed for the past 30 years, although under different names. What
has changed is the emphasis and the faith being put in it by
different development agencies. The empowerment approach also
advocates effective participation as one of the major objectives for
achieving empowerment. However, the one problem with community
participation efforts, has been that they often have only a narrow
conception of what makes a 'community ' and what comprises
'participation' .
There is a tendency to take 'communities ' as a homogeneous mass.
Thus, if one talks to the headman, one assumes one knows what the
community wants. Yet, within communities there may be different
groups and sub-groups whose priorities and needs might differ. The
same applies to 'participation'. There has been a tendency to see it
as a contribution of labour, ideas, and materials not as a
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partnership for decisions - like, what kind of facility will be
suitable, where and when - whether or not there is a need to
participate in the project in the first place etc.
Many specific problems and obstacles concerning community and
women's participation, have been identified by planners and
practitioners involved in development. Questions are asked as to :
what women's participation actually is ? ; what difference does it
really make? the costly nature of participatory approaches, in
terms of time, money and energy required for the training involved?
; the sensitivity of the issue for outside development agents
(interference)? the apathy of women, the conflicts between the
interests of the technical and social staff ? ; participatory
approaches being only feasible in small scale projects? ; women's
involvement merely stated at policy level, not in practice. These
questions are realistic questions which can prevent empowerment
because they do influence the decisions about whether effective
community participation should be part of the project or not.
Notwithstanding, evidence suggests that most development
practitioners have had to change from this conception because
"practitioners realised with time that their projects did not work
without community or women's participation" (Melchior, 1989:6).
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3.3. Conclusion
The above framework provides a combination of both technical and
social activities that comprise the empowerment approach. A sound
balance of these as the framework prescribes need to be sough, if
one uses this approach.
The mechanism with which empowerment can be achieved is non-formal
education. Even though, training is required in a rural water supply,
the specifics of NFE will depend on material situation.
The proposed framework for evaluating empowerment can not be
smoothly applied, because empowerment has to do with control and
power. Power and authority in rural areas have subjected rural
communities to repressive conditions. Also, marginalisation of rural
people all constitute barriers to empowerment. The following section
will test whether the proposed evaluative framework will work for
the Mabheleni Project. All five indicators will be used to gauge the
presence or absence of empowerment in that community.
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PART III : CASE STUDY : MABHELENI
CHAPTER 4. BACKGROUND TO THE MABHELENI PROJECT
INTRODUCTION
This section will be an attempt to look at the background of the
project. This will help to put the water project within its context.
The section will be organised as follows:
4.1. The setting
4.2. Formation and objectives of the -project
4.3 The structure, staffing and funding of the project
4.4. Project activities
4.5. The limitations of the study
4.1. The setting
Mabheleni is a hilly rural area situated in KwaZulu, a 'self-governing
homeland, approximately 150 km from Durban on the South Coast of
Natal. The nearest town Hibberdene, is approximately 40 km from
Mabheleni. The extent of the area is about 16 km in radius.
Mabheleni has lived under the influence of the missionaries since
most of the land belonged to the Roman Catholic Church. There are
about 20000 people living in the area. It is largely constituted of
Zulu-speaking people. The area is also divided into seven wards all
of those under one chief. Each ward has a tribal committee which
ultimately reports to the chief. Like most of the homelands, migrancy
characterises the demographic composition of the area (women and
children constitute the majority).
Water in the area is in abundance, however it is unprotected and
often polluted by livestock because of lack of fenced grazing areas.
Most people obtain drinking water from the springs and use the river
for drinking as well as for other household needs. The climate of
Mabheleni is characterised by very hot and rainy summer and cold
winter seasons.
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The major land use is residential. There are however,also commercial
services in the form of general dealers which provide a postal
service and restricted use to telephones; there are schools,
churches and a clinic. They are all controlled by the Kwa Zulu
Government. The nearest towns to which most people commute are
Hibberdene, Scottburgh and Port Shepstone. The hospital, magistrate,
and police station used are found in Scottburgh. There are 14
schools in the area, 10 Primary; 3 Junior Secondary ; and no Senior
Secondary and they all fall under the KwaZulu Government. The
community has taken the initiative of building and rebuilding schools
where none existed or were flooded away, with the peripheral
assistance of the government. A Senior Secondary school has just
been finished whilst a pre-school is in the pipe-line.
Roads in the area are generally poor and extremely difficult to
negotiate during rainy seasons. The topography of the area is
characterised by hilly patches and settlements are arranged mostly
on the hilltops. This has resulted in winding and narrow roads.
Transport networks to the nearest villages and towns is by pUblic
transport and private taxi. These are hardly available during the
day, because they leave the area in the morning and only come back
in the afternoon. (Gambushe, 1990)
4.2. Formation and objectives of the project
The Mabheleni project started as a result of the floods which
attacked most of the Natal/Kwazulu areas in 1987. A member of
Community Organisation Research Development (CORD- a
nongovernmental development organisat~on that works with rural
communities), who was at that stage working on a flood- relief
programme went to Mabheleni as a result of a request from the
Catholic Church in the area. The church subsequently requested CORD
to assist them in a longer term development programme for the area.
CORD then agreed to discuss the issues that needed to be taken and
those they can be involved in. They, together with some community
members who were elected from the seven wards that make up the
Mabheleni area, then looked at the general and potential problems of
the area.
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Approximately six to nine months were spent in discussing a myriad
of rural problems and priorities of the area, and finally they
decided on four priorities for development. These were housing,
water, education, and agriculture. The people who were involved in
the pre-planningand discussion apart from CORD had formed
themselves into an Interim Committee. This committee initially had
fourteen members (all men) whose role was to work out what the
needs were and what was feasible. These fourteen people were
selected from the wards, with two representative from each ward.
CORD identified the goal as using the local resources to empower
local people so that they can develop the area. They (CORD) were
prepared to assist with financial, technical, and professional
resources where needed. Once four priorities were identified, the
objective was to use the consumer -capacity of the community in
order to assist it, to develop itself. A shop (called co-op) was to
be built in which goods related to the services that were to be
provided, (ie. water, housing, agriculture and education) were to be
sold. The profits accrued from those sales were going to be revolved
within the community, through employing local staff, buying some more
material and the general running of the co-op. With the assistance
of CORD staff, the project started by selling some agricultural and
building products from some community members households. The choice
of those households was based on spatial accessibility and the
labour to do the selling was obtained from the family members of
those households.
It was believed that in order for services that are required by the
community to be provided, some funds needed to be available on a
continual basis. The way of doing this was for the community to
invest in a shop (called co-op) which will sell equipment made on
demand, for providing the services needed. Thus, if people want to
build houses the co-op will sell building material, for water the co-
op will sell pipes and pumps etc. It orders according to needs. The
co-op also delivers the material to the community and it sells at
the same prices as in town, without any General Sales Tax. At the
moment only 501. of the total costs for services are covered by
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profits mad~ in the co-op. The other 50 % comes from the money
raised by CORD for this project. The co-op intends to establish
small depots in the different wards which are going to operate the
same way as the co-op in the future.
4.3. Structure, Staffing and Funding of the project
There is a male co-ordinator who is a town and regional planner by
profession and three trainers, all of whom are employed by CORD.
One is a female qualified nursing sister, and is now responsible for
problems relating to welfare and pensions; the other two male
employees are responsible for education and the youth.
Other employees in the project are employed by the co-op committee,
there is a male bookeeper, three salespeople (one male two females),
a male driver, a male security guard, and two male members of the
committee who are paid as overall co-ordinators of the co-op. There
is a team of people that deals with the technical installation of
water. They are called the water team, and are paid members of
staff. The co-ordinator of the water team is a civil - engineering
diplomate. He has worked in development work for three years and has
been seconded from Rural Advice Centre (another nongovernmental
organisation that specialises on rural advice, technical and material
assistance). He is also responsible for training the other members of
the team who were recruited from Mabheleni. They were taken just as
employees of the co-op before they constituted the water team, they
therefore had no special skills on water installation.
There is an Interim Committee which organises, plans and implements
decisions taken about the running of the co-op. This committee
initially consisted of fourteen people. Two representatives from this
fourteen had no right to call meetings but were just "standing
figures - so that discussions in meetings could be productive" (they
are said to be used to meetings ). However, since then, three of the
original members were voted out of the committee because of
involvement in 'corruption'. Two women were incorporated into the
structure later on. These women were delegated by the school
committee~ of their wards to come to every co-op meetings, and were
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subsequently voted into the structure.
The employees of the co-op are all local people and are selected
through interviews, on merit, sanctioned by the committee, with some
assistance from the project co-ordinator.
The CORD staff visits the area regularly and sometimes sleep over
for two . to three days, depending on an individual 's responsibilities.
Funds are raised by CORD for the project, they were received from a
variety of sources, particularly the Irish funders. RSO 000 was the
initial ammount that was allocated to the project to run for two
years. (e~tract from an interview). Since there is a clear realisation
that funder 's money does not last forever, there is reluctance to be
dependent on those funds.
The major debate has been how to invest the money so as to get a
long term return. The form of investment that the community has
undertaken is an interesting one. Funds are generated by the co-op
through ' i n d i r e c t l y ta~ing ' the community. This means that the
community uses its "mo n e y to buy in the co-op and then, with that
'indirect taxation' (ie.profits), services are provided in the community
501. of the profits obtained from the co-op go to salaries of paid
staff, equipment for running the co-op (eg.trucks), material for social
services like housing, water education etc.
There is no formal training that has taken place prior to the
establishment of the co-op, everyone has had to learn- while on the
job. Although a meeting was arranged to discuss formal training,
which seems necessary, it did not materialise, because of poor
attendance.
4.4. Project Activities
Housing: On housing, the people of Mabheleni had preViously been
taught to a certain extent how to build sustainable houses, both
with mud and cement blocks after the floods. Help came from Built
Environment Support Group (BESG) another development non-
governmental organisation, and to a certain extent from CORD. The
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co-op also helps in selling the building material and prefunding for
those who want to do block-making. The loan has to be paid back
according to agreed terms when that person has become established.
Education: Education is one of the issues which have been taken
very enthusiastically in Mabheleni. The co-op has revolving funds for
building schools in the area. There has been problems though, in
terms of the procedure for applying for schools to the KwaZulu
government. Schools also take the first priority in terms of being
provided with safe- water tanks. However, the neighborhoods
surrounding the school, through their school committee, have to lodge
an application for water. There are two schools that have been
built from project funds.
Water: The water team that is employed deals with all the technical
aspects of installing the water tanks and taps. The application for
installation, though, has to go via the project committee. The water
team claims that it tries to attend to all applications, by
installing in all areas where there has been an application, although
the community institutions take a priority. The contribution of the
community is largely through digging trenches, providing food and
accommodation for the water team. The funds for the first
installation come from CORD.
There are ten installations that have taken place, and only one has
given problems. The problem has been the incompatibility of the
topography of the area with the kind of facility installed. At the
moment CORD is working on trying to change the technology used to a
more suitable one. Once the water team is finished in one
neighborhood they leave and maintenance is the community's
responsibility.
Agriculture: There has been some organisation around agriculture
because of the problem of lack of Viability of agriculture as a
result of the topography. The St Patrick's Farmers Association
performed some limited outreach activity around agriculture and
homecraft. But it did not survive. The co-op also helps in selling
some agricultural products like, seeds, fertiliser etc. CORD insists
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that when people buy fe~tilise~ they a~e told how to use it (by an
info~med salespe~son) because of its potential envi~onmental ~isk.
Small Collectives: One othe~ objective of the co-op has been to
establish small collectives. They do p~e-funding out of the ~aised
funds and assist in t~aining to a limited e~tent. At the moment
fo~mal t~aining happens outside the community, at diffe~ent
institutions. One o~ two membe~s of a specific inte~est g~oup (like a
sewing club) go out to get t~aining, with the assistance of the co-
op. This ~ep~esentative is chosen by the inte~est g~oup itself. On
completion, that membe~is e~pected to implant his o~ he~ skills back
into the community. One way of encou~aging this is that the co-op
also employs the incumbent. This se~ves as an incentive to p~event
people f~om using the skills elsewhe~e whilst it ensu~es that it"
empowe~s some membe~s of the community th~ough knowledge and
info~mation." At the moment the~e is a limited numbe~ of people who
have obtained this kind of t~aining, howeve~ as soon as the depots
a~e established, it is said, the~e will be demand.
The activities which have been sta~ted include sewing, block making,
shoemaking knitting and poult~y fa~ming. The people who get helped
with funds to sta~t thei~ own p~ojects a~e assisted both as
individuals and as g~oups. Howeve~, they a~e also e~pected to pay
the money back on ag~eed te~ms. These have ~ecently been
inco~po~ated as pa~t of p~oject activities.
4.5. The limitations of the study
One of the c~ucial facto~s about ~esea~ch is that it imposes time
and ene~gy const~aints on those who a~e being inte~viewed. These
facto~s a~e exace~bated in a ~u~al a~ea because they a~e al~eady in
sho~t supply. The othe~ p~obl~m is that a ~esea~che~ often depends
on the influential people (mostly chiefs o~ headman) to get int~oduced
in the a~ea. This affects the ~esponsesone gets, because most
people fea~ autho~ity and they will tend to give socially acceptable
answe~s. This was the p~oblem I expe~ienced du~ing the time when I
was accompanied by the headman into the a~ea.
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Even though people al~eady appea~ed to be exhausted du~ing the
inte~views, the~e was a t~emendous ~esponse and willingness to talk.
This was pa~ticula~ly encou~aging because we we~e two in the a~ea
doing diffe~ent ~esea~ch at the same time. The p~oblem was that this
community was not used to being inte~viewed. Ve~y few studies have
been done on the a~ea, such that to the inte~viewees some questions
we~e inconceivably 'stupid'. This tended to ~esult in leading
questions in an attempt to explain the se~iousness of the question
fo~ my pu~poses.
To some membe~s 6f the community, pa~ticula~ly the young ones, it
was exciting and the focussed inte~views have a tendency of making
one to get ca~~ied away with the info~mation. Thus, ~eal -
concent~ation on ~elevant subjects demands discipline on the pa~t of
the ~esea~che~. In addition, this methodology is open to bias,
because when in a focussed g~oup discussion only the talkative and
the 'not so shy' tend to answe~ most. Mo~eove~, whe~e the~e a~e also
child~en who a~e inte~viewees, they tend to feel th~eatened and only
answe~ when they feel i~~itated by the answe~s the olde~ people a~e
giving o~ when the questions a~e di~ected to them. Howeve~, the~e
was an attempt to deal with this p~oblem, by asking all those who
have been keeping quiet di~ectly.
A su~vey schedule that deals with the socio-economic p~ofile was not
done in the a~ea, fo~ du~ing the discussions held with the co-op
employees on'things to conside~' it was felt that ~esidents would
~esist ~evealing pe~sonal info~mation. Also it was not ve~y c~itical,
because of limitations in time and labou~. Howeve~, the~e was a
~ealisation late~ that it would have been useful to have that
demog~aphic data in o~de~ to establish whethe~ o~ not the decisions
a~e taken by the elite.
The questions on gende~ ~elated issues we~e difficult to measu~e
efficiently because of gende~ ~elated ste~eotypes. Because I am a
young woman, this said a lot of things to the male inte~viewees.
Some would sta~t by making whistles and jokes about me coming to
talk to them, until I tell them I am ma~~ied and am on a se~ious
assignment. Some would comment about thei~ app~eciation for an
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'educated lady' to come and do ~esea~ch in thei~ a~ea, it meant that
thei~ sons would get educated wives.
Also the issue of wate~ was also seen as a 'women's issue, such
that in a focussed g~ouP discussion of both sexes. men would only
~espond tn i~SIIPS nn nr~~nis~tinn_ Thprp w~~ ~lso a tendency fo~
women to 'p~otect' men o~ men to 'pat~onize'women. Howeve~ these we~e
not insu~mountable p~oblems, and they we~e anyway expected. What
seemed to balance p~oblems out was the deg~ee of cu~iosity and
enthusiasm of people to answe~ questions.
The fact that this was a Kwazulu homeland, and I am f~om a T~anskei
homeland by o~igin has implications in a volatile South Af~ican
situation. Being a 'fo~eigne~' means that people a~e going to question
you~ conce~n. Also some will be looking at a ~esea~che~, t~ying to
establish whethe~ you a~e not ca~~ying along ce~tain 'political
agendas'. Objectivity in that situation is challenged, thus one has to
lea~n to be 'unaffected' by some sensitive issues that might c~op up
as a ~esult of that.
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CHAPTER 5. RESEARCH METHOD
INTRODUCTION
Given the p~oblems of social scientific methods of ~esea~ch in ~u~al
a~eas in gene~al, South Af~ica's KwaZulu homeland was not an
exception. The ~esea~ch method adopted in this study has been
info~med by the existence of these p~oblems.
This section is going to discuss the choice of the Mabheleni scheme
fo~ a case study ; the design of the inte~views unde~taken and the
sou~ces of info~mation gathe~ed.
5.1. Selection of a water scheme
It was decided to investigate the wo~k of the Mabheleni scheme, a
p~oject which gets p~ofessional and technical assistance f~om CORD.
The objective of the study in the a~ea was to explo~e the p~ocess
by which communities manage and take cont~ol of the p~oject. The aim
was to establish whethe~ the~e was an impact of the
inte~~elationship between social and technical issues in a wate~
scheme, and whethe~ a combinat ion of these can empowe~ the
community to manage thei~ lives.
The p~oject is unfo~tunately still new, six months in actual
ope~ation, howeve~, the idea of empowe~ing the communities to manage
thei~ own lives has been a cent~al tenet of the scheme. This
motivated me to choose this scheme. Besides, th~ough p~evious
inte~action with CORD, I ~ealised that the a~ea and the scheme
would be easily accessible. CORD allowed me to have discussions and
inte~views on the p~oject p~ovided the community ~ep~esentatives
ag~eed. They also offe~ed f~ee t~anspo~tation to the a~ea fo~ me to
ask pe~mission to do a field study and an app~aisal of the p~oject,
which I was subsequently g~anted. Once I got the pe~mission, they
also offe~ed to take me to the a~ea, as well as allowed me to
inte~view any of thei~ staff membe~s.
The facto~s that we~e c~ucial fo~ the selection of the a~ea in the
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fi~st instance we~e that
(i) The a~ea be situated in a ~u~al setting
(ii) The concept behind the p~oject, was the t~ansfe~ of technical and
management skills, info~mation and powe~ to the local people - by the
info~med and well t~ained development pe~sonnel, so that the
community can take cont~ol of thei~ lives.
(iii) The agent should allow access to the opinion of the
beneficia~ies unconditionally and without inte~fe~ence.
(iv) The ~esea~che~ should be allowed access to the opinion of
development agency staff
Since the p~oject is new I wanted to cove~ both the a~eas in which
the~e has been wate~ schemes in ope~ation and those without (within
the catchment). I also decided to concent~ate on the work of a non-
~
gove~nmental organisation because of thei~ well desc~ibed
characte~istic that:
"they tend to be closer to the poorer sections of the
community than a~e government officials; the staff is
usually highly motivated" (Hyden, 1983: 119).
Also, my motivation was to explo~e ~eplicability, in order to
establish whether anything could be learned f~om the project for
furthe~ development.
5.2. Design of focussed interviews
The majo~ data-gathe~ing method has been taped focussed interviews.
The advantage of this tool as a method in a rural setting is that
eve~y thought of ~espondents gets recorded. As Mose~ & Kalton
(1971:298) argue:
"such inte~viewing gets away from the infleXibility of formal methods
yet gives the interview a set form and ensures that all the
relevant topics are discussed. The respondents are all asked for
certain information, yet they have plenty of opportunity to develop
their views at length. InterViewers, on the other side, are free to
choose when and how to put their questions and how much to explo~e
and probe, all the time keeping within the frameworks imposed by the
topics to be covered" (quoted from Lund, 1987 :29).
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Some guiding questions were drawn up to cover the objectives of the
study. What determined those topics was the already discussed
criteria for measuring empowerment in rural water supply. Some of
the topics overlapped, but the interviews allowed me to refocus the
questions and explore a question from a different angle depending on
the setting. In addition to these guiding questions, interviewees were
asked to make some recommendations and ask questions they expected
me to have asked. Guiding questions though, were not the same, they
differed according to who was being interviewed. They all attempted
to address or include all the areas in question. Some questions were
obtained from the international literature which also attempted to
explore effective and sustainable utilisation of wat~r facilities~nd
replicability of projects (PEGESUS- Melchior,1989).
5.3. Sources of information
Permission was acquired from the community leaders and the elected
committee for the project, to make taped interviews. The interviews
were done with the project co-ordinator; project committee; water
team; and the end-users. Site visits were also done as these
ensured interviews with the actual end-users.
Group discussions were held with the employees who work at the co-
op in order to ascertain if 'there are no words which are taboo and
the relevant times fdr going to site visits. Some information was
acquired from the documentation by the regular fieldworke~~ of CORD.
A copy of the water policy, which outlines the procedure of acquiring
assistance in terms of installation was obtained from the project
committee (see appendix 2).
I am also indebted to the studies by Narayan-Parker (1989) who made
indepth studies on the evaluation of water schemes in Indonesia, plus
Lund's (1987) studies on primary health programmes which were useful
in a South African context.
DATA COLLECTION
INTRODUCTION
This part deals with the data collected from the different sources
in terms of interviews. Topics to be covered are: interview with the
project coordinator, interview with the project committee, interview
with the water team, interview with the end-users, and visits of
observation.
5.4. Interview with the Project Co-ordinator
Interviews with the co-ordinator lasted about three hours. However,
a large part of the data gathered was the background to the
project. This was necessary because the project's goals and
objectives from his perspective we r e necessary. Material on the
area is scant. The interview was taped and transcribed. It was
ag~eed that n~mes of people who appeared on the transcripts were
gOlng to be dlscarded. Also it was agreed that transcripts will not
be used as appendices.
Lund's (1987) studies on p~ima~y health p~og~ammes which we~e useful
in a South Af~ican. context.
DATA COLLECTION
INTRODUCTION
This pa~t deals with the data collected f~om the diffe~ent sou~ces
in te~ms of inte~views. Topics to be cove~ed a~e : inte~view with the
p~oject coo~dinato~, inte~view with the p~oject committee, inte~view
with the wate~ team, inte~view with the end-use~s, and visits of
obse~vation.
5.4. Interview with the Project Co-ordinator
Inte~views with the co-o~dinato~ lasted about th~ee hou~s. Howeve~,
a la~ge pa~t of the data gathe~ed was the backg~ound to the
p~oject. This was necessa~y because the p~oject's goals and
objectives f~om his pe~spective we~e necessa~y. Mate~ial on the
a~ea is scant. The inte~view was taped and t~ansc~ibed. It was
ag~eed that names of people who appea~ed on the t~ansc~ipts we~e
going to be disca~ded. Also it was ag~eed that t~ansc~ipts will not
be used as appendices.
5.5. Interview with the Project Committee
These a~e the people who a~e said to ~ep~esent the seven wa~ds of
Mabheleni. They a~e an inte~im st~uctu~e, howeve~ I obtained the
pe~mission fo~ making the study, on behalf of the community f~om
them. Inte~views we~e done with them as individuals in some
ci~cumstances and in a g~oup in one ci~cumstance. They we~e also
taped and thei~ t~ansc~ipts we~e also used fo~ the backg~ound. The
time spent on an inte~view va~ied acco~ding to the deg~ee to which
the membe~ had info~mation to impa~t.
These inte~views lasted a long time and the~e was a high deg~ee of
enthusiasm ' t o get it all down'. The membe~s of the committee we~e
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told f~om the onset that they we~e going to be inte~viewed as
membe~s of the committee and that any info~mation they would like to
cont~ibute as end-use~s as well was going to be specified. This was
meant to diffe~entiate between opinions given as a matte~ of
p~inciple and pe~sonal feelings.
5.6. Interview with the Water team
The wate~ team consists of the technician who is an 'expe~t ' on the
technical installation and is ~esponsible fo~ t~aining the othe~
membe~s of the team. The~e a~e fou~ membe~s in the team, howeve~
due to timing p~oblems the technician was absent when I inte~viewed
the othe~ th~ee membe~s of the team.
The inte~view occu~~ed du~ing thei~ lunch and it took one and a
half hou~s. They we~e also taped. It was ~ealised that the fact that
the technician was not the~e as a t~aine~ was an advantage because
of a f~ee communication about all subjects cove~ed (not to say
the~e we~e conflicts).
The cont~ibution of the technician which occu~~ed late~ on was ve~y
useful fo~ the backg~ound. It also became useful in te~ms of testing
the hypothesis, because he~e was a technical expe~t whose ~ole also
was to t~ain people and be involved on the g~ound. He also had come
in ea~lie~ than the othe~ membe~s and was well ve~sed with the
dynamics of the p~oject f~om p~e-planning to the p~esent, including
implementation. The inte~vi€w lasted fo~ two and a half hou~s.
Recommendations we~e also solicited f~om them all.
5.7. Interviews with the end-users
The inte~views occu~ed at diffe~ent levels. The decision as to what
kind of an a~~angement depended on the schedule of the people who
we~e going to accompany us to build ~appo~t easily, and the
suggested timing of inte~views to ensu~~ that we get people. The
fi~st day was spent in a~eas whe~e it was difficult to ~each by
o~dina~y ca~s, and the headman was the suitable pe~son to accompany
me to these a~eas because of the dynamics of the a~ea and
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transport. These were also the areas where work was already done
to a certain extent.
At other days the headman did not accompany me and those included
areas where there were no wate r operations going on and those which
already have. During some of the days I visited the sites so as to
obtain information straight from the ' ho r s e ' s mouth '. This was going
to help me take photographs of the sites as well. The time spent on
an interview varied in accordance with the number of people
available, the willingness to talk, the level of organisation and
understanding, the age group, gender composition, and the time
available to cover all the topics.
5.8. Visits of observation
Since I had to do some interviews ' o n spot ' this was an opportunity
to observe some activities relevant for my study. For instance, I
saw the water containers which would have been described. The time
people spend in fetching water was also estimated from the sites by
asking where the people were coming from. The quality of water also
was established by myself.
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CHAPTER 6 : THE ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF INTERVIEWS
6. INTRODUCTION
This constitutes the analysis of the information gathered in the
above chapter in accordance with the indices that were meant to
measure empowerment. To recap on that, there were five factors that
were meant to measure empowerment, these are
voluntary and effective participation, role differentiation, effectivl
utilisation of water sources, sustainable use of the water scheme,
and the replicability of projects.
At the end of each analysis there will be an interpretation which
attempts to draw the implications of data in terms of my hypothesis.
It is important to state my hypothesis at this stage. My hypothesis
is that :
The integration of technical and social inputs forms the basis for
the empowerment of women (and men) in the provision of a rural water
proJect
What constitutes the 'technical and social inputs ' are the
requirements that measure empowerment and those are :
-Effective and voluntary participation
-The role and the development of women
, -Effective utilisation of water resources
-Sustainable use of the water scheme
-The replicability of projects for further development
6.1. Effective and voluntary participation
I will start by addressing effective participation. Effective
participation was meant to establish the extent to which the
communities, in question, took the responsibility to organise their
lives. To this end, an enquiry of the organisational network and
areas of activities which the community organised on was made in
order to
-assess the extent to which the human potential is effectively
utilised in the area.
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- identify the st~uctu~es which facilitate that o~ganisation
Thus, effective pa~ticipation is p~esumed to be one of the
ing~edients which make up effective o~ganisation. Also, the extent to
which the~e is community pa~ticipation also depends on whe~e the
powe~ to make and change decisions lie. Measu~ing effective
pa~ticipation, the~efo~e, entailed measu~ing the decision making
capacities of the community.
The components that measu~ed effective pa~ticipation in this study,
included :
1) T~ansfe~ of owne~ship of the p~oject to the local people.
2) Ho~izontal and ve~tical p~ocess of communication and info~mation
system
3) The extent to which decisions ~ested with the local population and
thei~ democ~atically elected ~ep~esentatives.
4) Whethe~ these decisions and choices we~e made out of info~med
choice.
5) Attempts made in o~de~ that o~ganisations have a snow-ball effect
without affecting the autonomy of the o~ganisation.
In this study, guiding questions we~e used in the inte~views.
The inte~viewing sessions allowed me to add on these questions,
whilst in some ci~cumstances some questions became i~~e1evant.
Involvement in o~ganisations
When asking the o~ganisations t ha t inte~viewees we~e involved in,
o~ganisations that we~e most commonly mentioned we~e, chu~ch
(manyano), sewing club, the school committee, inkatha, and fa~me~'s
association; and then the~e was a se~ies of 'no o~ganisation', and
' d on' t know '. Also, in o~de~ to asce~tain the deg~ee of involvement in
the o~ganisational machine~y of thei~ a~eas, the~e was a ~elatively
high deg~ee of igno~ance of the way in which o~ganisations function,
f~om most of the inte~viewees. This situation indicates the p~oblem
of apathy, lack of self-esteem and self confidence ( as indicated by
the substantial numbe~ of 'don't know'). A few even went to an extent
of saying that they believed it is always ~ight to be led because
they think they 'themselves a~e stupid.
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The ~ole of chiefs in community o~qanisation
Given the obstacles to empowe~ment and effective pa~ticipation , in
te~ms of involving the chiefs and headmen, it was necessa~y to
establish thei~ ~ole. On enqui~y, about the ~ole and pa~ticipation of
the chiefs in community o~ganisation matte~s, the~e was a
substantial numbe~ of people who believed they we~e doomed without
chiefs. This is because most people felt that the~e can be no way
thei~ standa~d of living can be imp~oved without chlefs.
In some instances, the ~eason given was that, chiefs have to
sanction eve~y activity that is to take place in the a~ea. Because
of that, they wield so much powe~ that wheneve~ a development
pr-oI ec t; is 'acceptable ' f o r' thei~ pur pos e s , then ther-e w-ill be
' d e v e l o pme n t ' . This was indicated by the gene~al contentment with the
'sup~emacy' of the chiefs. In some situation it was indicated that the
fact that I was also accompanied by a chief seemed to be self-
e x p Len a t or-v • (That is why I decided to excuse him afte~ --the f i r s t two
days.) Howeve~, du~ing the days in which I -was not -accompanIed by a
chief diffe~ent ~esponses p~evailed.
Expe~ience and skills in p~oblem-solvinq activities
When the inte~viewees we~e asked to stipulate the a~eas whe~e they
we~e involved in discussions and p~oblem-solving activities, most
people cited involvement in school issues, wate~ c~isis (flood) and
conduct and discipline. On p~obing, it became clea~ that the p~oblems
expe~ienced in sewing ~lubs we~e also a g~eat p~oblem. Most people
even men, we~e becoming conce~ned about the p~og~ess and the
futility of the sewing clubs.
Howeve~, the ~easons fo~ conce~n we~e clea~ly diffe~ent. Men felt
that women had been spend ing a lot of time on these clubs without
much success, such that ' t he y would not mind them disbanding' so that
they can spend mo~e time on the home f~ont o~ in other ' p r o d u c t i v e
activities' elsewhe~e. Yet fo~ women, they felt that much time and
ene~gy of the p~oductive wo~k they could be doing, was being taken
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up by household activities. Also some were becoming disillusioned by
the attitude of their husbands who are allegedly not seing any
reason for continuing with these. This caused great concern because
they felt they had no power to change that aspect of their lives
except to work harder on their clubs, even though they did not know
how. Notwithstanding, there was an element of hope that, a promised
programme for training and the building of organisational capacity
which was ~orthcoming would be a remedy.
Community participation in decision making
There was some evidence of decentralized decision making, but how
far-down this can go, is questionable. At the moment discussions
occur at the level of wards, and through the elected
representatives, decisions taken are made by the local people. But,
there was a ,high indication of dissatisfaction with the way
information gets disseminated to most members of the community. The
water team, the project committee, the co-op employees and a very
few number of enlightened elite are well informed about the decisions
taken and the processes involved. They were convinced that the
community is in control of the project because decisions are taken
after discussions between and with the local representatives.
However, the rank -and -file end- user was still in the dark about
the processes of decision making.
Although there are about 20 extra people (about 30 I. of which are
women) who attend the single end-of-the-month meeting who are not
members of the committee and do not have voting powers, there is
an indication that they are attending out of their own self-interest.
(extract from the co-ordinator 's interview). The co-ordinator argues
that an attendance of -40 people from the initial 18 is an encouraging
development, even though the majority of them do not contribute
much.
The bulk of people who are not in some way, related to the members
of the committee do not get report backs. They do not have a clue
what happens to those meetings, and who else is there except the
person(s) they know (like the chief). Most people just hope that the
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person they know, whether she or he represents their ward or not,
will tell them when the issues affect them specifically. For instance,
those whose areas have not yet had water tanks installed, do not
know the procedure. They allege that they are wondering how the
' l u c ky ones ' ha v e done it and are hoping that 'the white man' (ie. the
engineer) will come to their rescue. (extract from a group of women).
In some instances, where there is some form of organisation there is
an over-reliance on representatives that they ' wi l l always make good
decisions because they know what is happening.'
On probing whether they themselves do want to know, so that they
can make it easier for everyone including the representative, again
the inferiority complex steps in. They would ask how they would start
when they are ignorant and stupid .
Voluntary participation has become a very contentious issue in
development projects recently. There has been arguments for and
against payment of staff in rural communities. Those who argue for
it attribute the advantages of this to the value of altruism per se,
that it should be encouraged. It is often argued that if one wants
to foster community participation there needs to be a ' c o mmu n i t y
spirit'. It is also advocated for on the basis of promoting self
reliance (Lund, 1987).
The arguments against voluntarism are based on the assessment of
the reality of the situation, where most people in rural areas are
already poor. Women are over worked and there is little or no access
to formal jobs, even with informal income-generating activities there
is little remuneration.
This has caused concern and friction between NGO's and development
agencies which pay staff and those who do not. Not only that, the
friction has filtered through to the members of the community and
between project personnel. In this study responses to the question
differed in terms of who was being interviewed.
The project coordinator felt that there must be some form of
payment that goes to those who are involved in the day to day
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o~ganisation of the development p~oject. Howeve~, he a~gues, although
he ~ealises the need fo~ employment, the~e needs to be a limit
because of limited ~esou~ces. Also, it is secu~e fo~ a development
p~oject to know that the~e is a consistent g~oup of paid staff f~om
the locality as much as it is welcome to have volunta~y pa~ticipation
as an ing~edient, pa~ticula~ly in the beginning. He app~eciates the
~ole of volunta~y pa~ticipation pa~ticula~ly in so fa~ as the
community volunta~ily seeking help o~ advice when they do not know.
The~e we~e mixed feelings among membe~s of the p~oject committee
because (I think) some of them a~e not paid. This has appa~ently been
a majo~ debate although info~mally (i.e. outside meetings). The~e is
an unde~g~ound feeling of dissatisfaction about the issue.
The wate~ team believe that it was obvious that thei~ kind of wo~k
(technical) ~equi~ed some fo~m of fo~mal payment. The p~oject staff
felt the same way since they think the co-op is based on the idea
of money anyway.
Fo~ the end-use~s the feeling was that of helplessness. Although
they felt they we~e p~epa~ed to wo~k volunta~ily it was un~ealistic
because of the activities they a~e al~eady involved in (eg the
' n o ~ma l ' household and income-gene~ating wo~k). Howeve~, they showed
conce~n that whilst they do like to see imp~ovement in thei~ well-
being, se~vices p~ovided, access to oppo~tunities fo~ fu~the~
advancement they do not have the financial ~esou~ces to do , these.
No~ do they have the knowledge as to how to go about it. "This
makes it even difficult to show the willingness when you know you
cannot do it".
IMPLICATIONS FOR EFFECTIVE AND VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION
The analysis indicates low levels of pa~ticipation in acco~dance with
the ~equi~ements fo~ effective pa~ticipation. This can be att~ibuted
to apathy, lack of self-confidence and self-esteem. Most people have
tended to accept what is the~e without questioning. This was
evidenced by thei~ unde~standing of leade~ship, howeve~ those who
we~e well info~med about what is happening in the a~ea and in the
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project felt they were (relatively) in control over what affect their
lives which indicates that there is a relationship with the level of
informed participation, decision making on the one hand empowerment
on the other.
However, most of the people who were well informed are men. These
are the people who knew who their 'leaders' were, the procedures for
electing them. They also indicated that they did see themselves as
leaders in their own right, in some circumstances. They were involved
in the establishment and others in the running of the co-op.
The question of political power also comes out as clearly related to
the level of participation. Being accompanied by the chief must have
affected the answer. However, it has to be understood that after
decades of poverty, indoctrination and marginalisation people have
learnt to answer questions in a way which pleases those in power.
In terms of problem-solving capacities, when the interviewees were
asked about problem solving, they immediately thought of the
conscious perceptions of their problems. On probing it was apparent
to me that the strategy adopted for solving problems is influenced
by gender relations. For instance, whereas for men there were
conscious ways identified for dealing with their problems, for women
it was a different case. The fact is that the attitude of their
husbands inhibited them from formulating an appropriate strategy for
dealing with the problem. Furthermore, I think that identifying this
obstacle as their problem is a starting point towards challenging
patriarchy for this is a process. How much it can be taken up to
serious levels depends on the organisational capacity and their
knowledge base.
In so far as decision making is concerned some decentralisation of
decision making is a starting point. But the limitations to that are
numerous. In this study it has been identified that the knowledge
base of the community about the project limits them from
participating and acting. What has been apparent is that the end-
users, who happen to be women are not actively involved. Thus, lack
of flow of information, accountability and general apathy has limited
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effective pa~ticipation. Although the p~oject is still eme~ging, it wa !
clea~ in this study that, one of the ~easons why effective
pa~ticipation was not achieved was because the p~oject emphasised
on effective technology to the det~iment of social o~ganisation and
development. This was indicated by the technician as well as the
wate~ team, plus the level of awa~eness about the technicities mo~e
than the whole o~ganisational p~ocesses in the p~oject. Wate~ was
not placed adequately within the p~oject st~uctu~e and activities.
Thus it was seen as a sepa~ate issue linked to me~e installation by
the wate~ team.
Effectively thus fa~, t~ansfe~ of owne~ship has not filte~ed th~ough
to the local people, the info~mation system is not adequate, and
decision-making is concent~ated on the committee and a few who
attend meetings 'out of self-inte~est'. No fo~mal t~aining and
b~oadening of knowledge about decision-making, conducting meetings
and accountability - consequently the snowball-effect would be
difficult to measu~e let alone achieve.
Since the majo~ity of people who have an inte~est and p~actically
play a big ~ole at a domestic level a~e women, it is c~ucial that
women's pa~ticipation be measu~ed. Because effective pa~ticipation
was measu~ed independently, this issue has been discussed
sepa~ately. It is impo~tant to st~ess that, even though women's
pa~ticipation is c~ucial fo~ sustainability, it should not be achieved
at the cost of exclusion o~ alienation of men.
P~actically within the Mabhelen i community, men inte~viewed a~e mainly
involved in the limited o~ganisational development tasks, since they
a~e the ones in the commitee and make most of the decisions, and
a~e ~esponsible fo~ hi~ing and fi~ing the technical and social staff.
Most women concent~ated on the technically ~elated tasks, they do
the applications, dig t~enches (helped by child~en, and occasionally
some men) and mix cement. Howeve~, although the~e was an inclusion
of both sexes in the p~oject the~e was a deg~ee of ma~ginalisation
of one sex (women) by the othe~ because of the diffe~entiated ~oles.
A sense of self-confidence and self-concept is psychologically
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const~ucted and it can be measu~ed th~ough people's behavio~al
manifestation and self-~atings of abilities. Howeve~ behavio~al
indicato~s of confidence tend to va~y ac~oss cultu~e and hence have
to be cultu~e specific. In this study, these we~e gauged th~ough
self-~atings and abilities on intelligence, leade~ship and p~oblem­
solving. Apa~t f~om the questions asked on these issues when
measu~ing effective pa~ticipation, a th~ee point scale of self
confidence was developed and administe~ed du~ing the focussed g~oup
inte~views. (see appendix)
6.2. Role diffe~entiation
Role diffe~entiation was meant to establish ~oles played by
diffe~ent acto~s in the p~og~amme. This info~mation was meant to
test the awa~eness of communities of diffe~ent ~oles and also
establish the extent to which the sexual division of labou~ allows o~
inhibits pa~ticipation in o~ganisations and community projects. The
issue about ~ole diffe~entiation is to ~aise the question of
involvement of women in the p~oject. The guiding questions fo~ ~ole
diffe~entiation a~e in the appendix.
It is often assumed that absenteeism and apathy of women a~e
caused by thei~ p~eoccupation with the wo~k load that they have to
tackle eve~yday. Role diffe~entiation was meant to establish the
cont~ibution of the diffe~ent ~oles that men and women play towa~ds
empowe~ment o~ lack of empowe~ment. As it has been discussed, the
extent to which a p~oject leads to women's empowe~ment constitutes
the five c~ite~ia fo~wa~ded by Longwe (1990): (i) welfa~e (ii) access
(iii) conscientisation (iv) pa~ticipation (v) cont~ol.
It is wo~th noting that some of these facto~s we~e tested in othe~
topics as well. Fo~ instance, pa~ticipation in the decision making
p~ocess was tested when measu~ing effective pa~ticipation;
conscientisation and mobilisation of women fo~ cont~ol ove~
dist~ibution of benefits we~e tested in measu~ing community
o~ganisations. Thus this section deals with the last th~ee levels of
the hie~archy. These a~e : welfa~e, access and conscientization about
sex and gende~ ~oles. Thus, the ~ole and the cont~ibution of the




The material welfare of women in so far as the water project is
concerned was tested by asking about the quality and quantity of
the water used. These are also related to the questions asked about
sanitation system and health facilities. (These were also asked in
measuring sustainability and ef fective use of the scheme). This is
because if the goal of improved health is high on the agenda of
water supply, then it must also be linked to improved sanitation
systems and that will contribute to the material welfare of women.
The question was asked in the background section of each
interviewee why they saw water as one of the primary needs that
the community needed to consider. All interviewees from the co-
ordinator, to the water projects committee and through to the end
users (both men and women) presented water as being beneficial in
terms of improving health by preventing water-borne diseases. It was
also asked what they think was wrong with the water from the
springs and river in their natural state. After they indicated that
the quality of that water contributed to ill health, it was asked
what the actual cause was. This was meant to probe the question
that health is related to water whilst it also tested the level of
understanding of primary health care.
Questions relating to sanitation were asked when measuring the
hygienic use under effective utilization as well. Most of the
interviewees did not relate water to sanitation in the first
instance. This is because the water - sanitation relation is not
obvious and visible to most rural people unless there is education.
A substantial number of people (interviewees) +- 401. in the area
still use the bush to relieve themselves. There is also no
indication of a primary health education programme(s) that has taken
place. Even though there is a clinic, it is understaffed for the
population it is serVing, for purposes of both normal clinic practice
and health education. It is also under equipped with the material
necessary for improving health. This implies that the material
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welfare of the people of Mabheleni in so far ps water is concerned
is still low.
Access
Women's access to services, benefits and resources relative
to men is said to be a way of measuring equality of opportunity for
women 's empowerment. Access to such things as land, labour, credit,
training and market facilities, and other public services is a problem
to both men and women in rural South Africa. It becomes difficult to
measure access to equal opportunity for women when there is no
access to opportunity, service and resources for everyone. It was
clear from the response though, that men are better off in terms of
training and skills whereas there has generally been lack a of
access to marketing fac ilities let alone credit.
In terms of access to the resources connected with the water
scheme the project was organised such that CORD pays ~or the
installations but the community is responsible for management.
However for effective management to occur, it requires the basic
knowledge of the context within which the water project i s placed
which does not prevail among the womenfolk. Decisions about where to
install tanks were made by the ' t e c hn i c a l experts ' in conjuction with
some members of the committee (with no women involved). Although this
point does not affect access to the facility it lack of access to
the information affects effective use of the facility and
sustainability.
Conscientisation
This level in the hierarchy for criteria for women in development
constitutes an awareness and understanding of differences in sex and
gender roles. It also includes an awareness that they are cUlturally
and socially formulated and that they can be changed.
It is important to know who plays which role in the running of
households and what effect this has on the participation of members
of households in the water scheme and the project in general.
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The responses to this varied. In some instances women are the
heads of households, they are either widowed or men are permanently
living in urban areas where they work. They occasionally come home.
Most women interviewed were the ones to first hear about the water
scheme, but they did not relate it to other projects (eg. the co-op
itself, housing or agriculture). Men heard of these projects in
'tribal meetings ' and subsequently in the co-op monthly meetings ..
Women who do attend the monthly project meetings and who are
relatively informed about the running of the co-op said they are
still watching and once ~hey understand fully how to go about
organising they will be active. They also expressed grave concern
about the report-backs. Most of them felt that information got
stuck on the male representat~ves. They suggested that women
should be encouraged to be involved but be trained first.
They argued that it is important for women to be involved in
organising and making decisions, for information will get disseminated
and filter down to every member of the society because women meet
often in the river, church, shop etc .. Also women are in close
contact with their children so issues like water and education, they
argue, need men and women as well as children because they collect
the water and 'this impacts on their time for education.
One woman proposed that if the co-op could adopt the approach used
in the organisation of school matters, development projects would
run better. The school committee consists of all parents who have
children at school, and they participate in the decision making
processes. However, it was mentioned that it does not mean that
there are no problems in the school committee. But still the
approach where all the members of community particularly women are
included in discussions and are well informed of the processes
involved, seemed to be advocated. (extract from an interview).
With respect to the sexual division of labour, women showed some
understanding that men and women play different roles in which women
are subordinate. Subordination in ~heir perspective is not seen in
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an oppressive sense more than it is explained in terms of cultural
enforcement or prerogative. It was acknowledged that the work that
women do and their status in society, particularly in front of the
high decision making structures like the tribal authority were
incompatible.
However, this was seen as a prerogative of culture which women do
not have control over. Some women indicated that they would like to
be knowledgeable and take control over their lives in community
matters. Some women felt that it was too late, they felt they lack
basic education, they lack confidence and generally feel incompetent.
They just want to be led and sometimes indicate that as long as men
together with the 'white men' are still there they are alright.
IMPLICATIONS FOR ROLE DIFFERENTIATION
The criteria for the empowerment of women as espoused by Longwe
have not been met. This implies that there is no equality of
opportunity. The roles that men play in the community compared to
those of women give them some space to make decisions about their
lives. Thus they can effect change. Whereas the project seems to be
efficient, progress is appreciable, sustainability can not be
guaranteed because of biased role differentiation.
In terms of both technical and social skills ~omen of Mabheleni
have been marginalised. They do not feel part of or in control of
the co-op, they only see it as a shop brought about by the white
man. This does not mean they are not grateful of its benefits. They
do not link the co-op to the services they are gaining. Thus,
ownership of the project has not been transfered to the local people
in the minds and understanding of the majority of people particularly
women.
Even in practice they do not feel it is accountable to them. In
effect, in terms of welfare, access, participation, conscientisation
and control they are still alienated. Therefore, empowerment of women
is still unthinkable yet.
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6.3. Effective and sustainable use of water sources





The optimal use of wate~ ~esou~ces was planned fo~ and is cate~ed
fo~ in the wate~ policy (see appendix ). A minimum and maximum numbe~
of households that can get a wate~ tank installed fo~ them is
specified in the policy. This se~ves to ensu~e that not eve~y single
household d~aws wate~ when in fact the capacity of the sp~ing does
not allow fo~ it. Fi~st p~io~ity is given to g~oups and public
institutions, but p~ivate installation can also be done with cost.
Most women use a 25 lit~e containe~ to fetch wate~ whe~eas child~en
use 25 lit~es and less. The 25 lit~e containe~ usually has a lid, but
in some ci~cumstances buckets a~e used. In a household of 8-10
people an ave~age of 125 lit~es of wate~ is collected pe~ day,
depending on the p~esence of child~en.
Howeve~, mo~e than 50 /. of the population still uses unp~otected
wate~ sou~ces. Obse~vation ~evealed that a few households f~om
a~eas whe~e the~e a~e still no p~otected sou~ces come to collect
f~om those that have. Howeve~, this happens in tanks which a~e
installed in schools (mostly afte~ school and du~ing holidays).
P~otected wate~ was mostly used in the home fo~ food, d~inking and
bathing. Fo~ washing clothes and wate~ing vegetables ~ive~ wate~ and
unp~otected sp~ings we~e used. In some a~eas conc~ete built-in
basins we~e built next to a tap so as to be utilised fo~ washing
clothes. Inte~estingly, people tended to bypass these basins and do
their clothes-washing in the ~ive~. This was discove~ed when
inte~views we~e done on site. ,The ~eason given by the few women
asked is that the ~ive~ was not ve~y fa~ and that it is bette~ to
do loads of washing (which they we~e ca~~ying) whe~e the~e is a
substantial numbe~ of people (ie. in the ~ive~).
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Some people use big plastic d~ums (+- 200 lit~es) and zinc d~ums (+-
250 lit~es) to sto~e wate~. The same containe~s a~e used du~ing
~ainy seasons to sto~e wate~ fo~ domestic use.
The~e has been one expe~imental installation of a wate~ sou~ce fo~
i~~igation pu~poses. This was a lea~ning cu~ve fo~ the wate~ team
because afte~ five months of installation that facility is still not
used fo~ what it was meant to.(ext~act f~om an inte~view).
Appa~ently some membe~s of the community in that a~ea applied to
the co-op fo~ installation. They we~e intending to have a communal
vegetable ga~den. It ended up being a chicken and egg sto~y because
instead of the wate~ team discussing which one comes fi~st the
communal ga~den o~ the wate~ tank they ca~~ied on with thei~ task.
The need to conse~ve wate~ and p~otect wate~ sou~ces has been
dealt with to a ve~y little extent. This facto~ is one of the
p~essing needs fo~ the co-op to obtain some envi~onmental education.
Howeve~ the coo~dinato~ says that in the meantime people a~e
lea~ning f~om expe~ience.
Hygienic Use.
No special hygiene education p~og~ammes had been set in the a~ea,
eithe~ by the wate~ p~oject as the co-op o~, by the clinic. Only
when mothe~s send thei~ sick babies to the clinic a~e they told
about hygiene. Definitely not eve~y household has a baby sent to
the clinic. These p~og~ams a~e also not offe~ed all the time o~
eve~yday, the clinics have othe~ 'things to attend to.
The wate~ team has not unde~taken wate~ quality testing f~om sou~ce
to mouth o~ any othe~ possible contamination between the sou~ce and
mouth that could be detected and p~evented because of the e~nomous
amount of wo~k. Pa~t of it is linked to education though.
Whe~e I had gone to inte~view the end use~s f~om the sou~ce few
wate~ containe~s we~e clean. Most people did not boil wate~ befo~e
using it unless told to by the docto~.
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Wate~ is usually kept within ~each of child~en fo~ they a~e the ones
who have to see when it is finished and collect it. Also whe~e the~e
a~e kitchen cupboa~d units, wate~ is put on top of the cupboa~d.
When asking the household with ve~y young child~en what they do to
p~event child~en spoiling wate~, most people said that thei~
containe~s a~e closed anyway and some said they cove~ the buckets.
Since I did all the inte~views outside and had neve~ got inside, lean
not tell whethe~ this was t~ue. Howeve~, the fact about child~en is
that it is unlikely that thei~ easy access to the wate~ does not
lead to contamination in most instances.
In most a~eas the new wate~ sou~ces had a tap so they need not
have a wate~- dipping facility. Whe~e wate~ was obtained f~om an
unp~otective sp~ing o~ a ~ive~ a basin is used to dip wate~ f~om the
sou~ce. Those who do not have installations yet, indicated a sign of
helplessness. They said the~e was no othe~ option, but to eat and
d~ink the polluted wate~ until the co-op p~ovided safe wate~.
Needless to say, it is clea~ that without a clea~ly focussed hygiene
education p~og~amme ~elating to wate~ handling and sto~age it will be
difficult to achieve hygienic use of wate~.
Consistent use
Consistent use ~efe~s to the use th~oughout life of a facility, even
when less that optimally convenient. Measu~ing consistent use was a
little limiting because the safe wate~ installations have only been
put in du~ing the past five months. Howeve~ fo~ d~inking wate~ all
a~eas which have tanks use the sou~ce daily fo~ household
pu~poses.
Fo~ those waiting fo~ an installation, they said they had no option
but to use unp~otected wate~ sources. Seasonality in use was
judged by asking people about use of sou~ces in the ~ainy season .
All inte~viewees definitely used ~ain wate~. Howeve~, some people
still used ~ain wate~ fo~ all thei~ ~equi~ements whe~eas some used
it fo~ specific things. The~e was a ma~ked hesitancy about this
question because some people in a g~oup would want to answe~ it in
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a socially acceptable way one whilst othe~s wanted to be honest.
Some people felt ~ain wate~ was as safe as the tap wate~, which
indicates no hygienic education. Also, it is likely that it saves on
thei~ time as well. The~e was the~efo~e an inc~ease in the use of
~ain wate~ fo~ household pu~pose.
Sustainable use.
Sustainability ~efe~s to the ability to de~ive benefits and maintain
a facility o~ the p~oject without det~imental effects on envi~onment,
even afte~ the manage~ial, financial and technical assistance has
been phased out.
The~e is no likelihood that the benefits acc~ued in the a~ea
necessitate that the exte~nal assistance be phased out. It would
the~efo~e, be un~ealistic to expect this p~oject to achieve what the
definition seeks to achieve because it is new. Howeve~ the potential
fo~ the a~ea to sustain the p~oject was measu~ed. This was meant to
establish whethe~ sustainability of the wate~ scheme was planned fo~
? This was done in te~ms of technical ope~ations, social and human
development and envi~onmental conce~ns.
Technically, the questions asked ~elated to installation, ope~ation
and maintenance system. The~e a~e eight wate~ tanks in the
detached tap, fou~ a~e situated in schools, fou~ specific'
neighbo~hood. Th~ee of those a~e g~avity - fed. The~e a~e also
two sp~ing captu~es which a~e me~e p~otected sp~ings. All the
changes in the wate~ sou~ces we~e done by the wate~ team with the
assistance of the community, mostly women and child~en in te~ms of
digging t~enches, off loading mate~ial and mixing cement.
The decision as to which sou~ces to imp~ove, whe~e to build ~ested
on the wate~ team pa~ticula~ly the enginee~. Howeve~ he was limited
by the fact that he could only choose f~om those a~eas which a~e
not fa~ f~om the people who applied to have wate~ in a pa~ticula~
neighbo~hood.
At the moment the technical staff (ie. wate~ team) makes most of the
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technical or 'expertise' decisions. Initially, it was the technician
only but now he has given some training to the other members of the
water team and they can also make some decisions.
Only one installation is giving problems, because of the topography
of the area. Normally a project feasibility is done on the area,
depending on the number of people who are going to use the facility
then the team decides on the type of technology to use. The water
team's response was that the community are the managers of water
once they finish installation. Since there has only been one
problem, (and is the result of their fault) they feel it is hard to
tell how thing are going to work since the project is still new.
In terms of human development, one should note that the greatest
resource rural people have is themselves and there can be no
development without human development. This implies if people are
not competent enough to undertake the tasks expected of them
because of lack of self- confidence, sustainability will not be
achieved. However self-confidence, competence and decision-making
depend upon a knowledge base, acquired skills and whether people
have been trained in a practical sense to take control. This is not
an easy overnight task, but is a process.
Since the majority of people who have an interest and practically
play a big role at a domestic level are women, it is crucial that
women 's participation be measured. Because effective participation
was measured independently this issue has been discussed separately.
It is important to stress that, even though women 's participation is
crucial for sustainability, it should not be achieved at the cost of
exclusion or alienation of men~ Practically, within the Mabheleni
community, men interviewed are mainly involved in the organisational
development tasks though to a limited extent, since they are in the
committee and make most of the decisions, and are responsible for
hiring the technical and social staff. Most women concentrated on
the technically related tasks, they do the applications, dig trenches
(helped by children particularly school children) and mix cement.
However, although there was the inclusion of both genders there was
a degree of marginalisation of one gender by the other because of
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diffe~entiated ~oles.
A sense of self confidence and self-concept is psychologically
const~ucted and it can be measu~ed th~ough people's behavio~al
manifestation and self-~atings of abilities. Howeve~ behavioral
indicators of confidence tend to va~y across culture and hence have
to be culture-specific. In this study, these we~e gauged th~ough
self- ~atings and abilities on intelligence, leadership and p~oblem
solving. Apa~t from questions asked on these issues when measuring
effective participation, a th~ee point participato~y scale of self-
confidence was developed and administe~ed du~ing focussed
interviews (see app).
Human development also means that the community must be organised
The important components of effective community o~ganisation
constitute the establishment of collective leadership; structural
autonomy; accountability; two way info~mation system. The
organisational capacity of the area and decision making has been
discussed under effective participation.
In terms of leadership, lack of self-confidence always comes on the
way fo~ people to eme~ge as leade~s. The response of women made it
clear that they were low in self-confidence and as such did not see
women as leaders. Only the two women who are al~eady in the
committee we~e seen as leade~s.
The ~ole of a participatory project should be to facilitate not lead,
if its goal is self-reliance and sustainable development. This is
difficult to achieve let alone to measure. Howeve~, it is important
to measu~e success and change in the area, so as to indicate a
sense of efficacy. In this instance most people saw the headman,
and the "white men" (technician and co-o~dinato~) as the most
instrumental people who brought about changes in the a~ea. They do
also acknowledge the wo~k they themselves did in te~ms of p~oviding
labour and accommodation. It is only those people who do attend the
meetings as members of the p~ojects committee who are indicating
that it is a joint effort by the community and CORD staff. They
we~e however quick to re-emphasise that without the coordinator and
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the technician it would have been very difficult. Very few people
mentioned the water team as being instrumental in changes, and those
who did also indicated that is because they are paid.
The co-ordinator, all committee members, the technician and the
water team felt it was still premature for CORD to leave the
community on its own. They, however, are convinced that collective
leadership has to be worked into.
In terms of structural autonomy, there is no formal organisation, i.e.
constitution, disciplinary code, ,s e t principles at the moment.
"Everything is still laissez - faire" (CORD interview) it is difficult
to measure autonomy. There is still a level of interdependency
between structures although there is a bias of depending on CORD.
Otherwise the project and organisation within it are independent of
political and social organisation existing in the area.
Because of the loose way of organising at the moment, the issue of
accountability has not been worked out. However the coordinator
mentioned that CORD staff was accountable to no one but CORD,
because they are non-voting members of the committee they neither
make nor change decisions made by the committee. Their work is
professional and financial assistance.
The project committee though has had some bad experience with lack
of accountability. They have voted out three members who were
abusing their power. They have indicated that the policy of
accountability is crucial in their committee. They often remind the
chief headman in the committee that when he is in the committee he
is not chief but another member of the committee. The community
though - (ordinary rank and file) - are still not conversant with
the dynamics of the project. This means that, the people to whom the
committee was supposed to be accountable to, do not have an idea
about the details of their activities.
This leads us to the important question of horizontal and vertical
information systems. Even if the community is allowed to make
decisions or offered a choice if there is lack of information and the
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knowledge base, that decision- making is likely to be futile. People
might decide to change the idea fo~ a bette~ one once they have
info~mation. No ultimate self-~eliance can be sowed if the
communities in which the development agencies wo~k do not know
anything about thei~ goals and objectives. The only ~esult of this
kind of situation would be exploitation of the ~u~al ~esou~ces (both
human and mate~ial) by a development agency
Also, unless institutions have the powe~ to function ~elatively
autonomously and ~etain cont~ol ove~ majo~ decisions affecting thei~
functioning, they a~e unlikely to gain st~ength. Without ~elevant
info~mation netwo~king in a bottom-top, and side-ways fashion,
~elative autonomy itself can not be achieved. The~efo~e i t is
c~ucial that this is measu~ed.
Eve~yone who was inte~viewed ag~eed that the info~mation netwo~k
system was limited. The co-o~dinato~, technician and committee
membe~s att~ibuted this to lack of education o~ t~aining as well as
expe~ience in pa~ticipato~y o~ganisation. The chief headman admitted
that although he has expe~ience wo~king with committees, he had been
ope~ating in a way that is not acceptable to the cu~~ent co-op
policy. He acknowledges the difficulty of ~eaching out to people.
They then (i.e. co-o~dinato~ and committee membe~s) suggested that a
full-time "social enginee~" is ~equi~ed and evaluations of the p~oject
would be welcome to hea~ feedback. Some women suggested that the~e
should be an app~oach which integ~ates both men and women - men
should also make thei~ wives knowledgeable and those wives should
also be allowed to come to meetings.
In te~ms of envi~onmental conce~ns, sustainability also means that
since wate~ is a finite ~esou~ce it must be managed c~eatively and
wisely in the long te~m. This ~equi~es that envi~onmental
conse~vation measu~es be taken. Howeve~ they have to make sense
to the local people so that they can be p~acticed volunta~ily on a
sustained basis. This has educational implications.
In Mabheleni .pe o p l e a~e not conve~sant with envi~onmental p~otection.
They do not p~event livestock f~om dest~oying the wetlands. Also
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people use the ma~shes and ~eeds to do thei~ handic~aft wo~k fo~
income generation. All this involves education.
The co-o~dinato~ suggested that they will be sta~ting to look
se~iously at the envi~onmental management because it is vital fo~
sustainability of wate~ schemes. Al~eady, people have been lea~ning
f~om expe~ience about the impo~tance of an envi~onmental awa~eness.
Fo~ instance, one membe~ of the community planted t~ees on his land
and in no mo~e than two weeks the nea~by wate~ sp~ing was d~ained.
The community now had a p~oblem as to whom to lay the blame on. The
t~ee owne~ planted his t~ees on his land and he had a ~ight, but the
sp~ing is a community facility. Was Sappi who gave the t~ees without
ale~ting the land owne~ of the possible envi~onmental ~amifications
~esponsible ? Was it the commun ity 's lack of knowledge o~ what?
The co-o~dinato~ acknowledged this as having educational implications.
People could now sta~t to discuss fo~ms of t~ees. They can also
app~oach it f~om an angle of discove~ing what d~ains the wate~ f~om
the sou~ce ? The p~otection of community facilities is anothe~
question.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EFFECTIVE AND SUSTAINABLE USE OF WATER SUPPLY
Effective and sustainable use by thei~ natu~e, encompass technical
and social aspects that a~e meant to ~esult in empowe~ment of women
(and men). In the measu~ement of these aspects it has been appa~ent
that, so fa~ the~e has not been effective and sustainable use.
6.4. Replicability of projects
When one measu~es ~eplicability the capacity to duplicate the
p~ocess and benefits of developmental activities of some p~oject in
othe~ locations must have been achieved. Whethe~ small scale
activities a~e ~eplicable is a key test of thei~ value in wide~
development effo~ts.
Replicability of p~ojects was measu~ed in te~ms of four issues,
pe~sonnel, the institutional framewo~k, budget, and project
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p~ocedu~es. It was difficult to measu~e ~eplicability because the
p~oject is still new. Howeve~, questions we~e still asked.
Pe~sonnel
In te~ms of the skills ~equi~ed fo~ the people employed both by CORD
and the co-op the~e was a gene~al sho~tage. It came out clea~ly
that the~e is a g~eat need fo~ a tho~ough induction, education at
a 11 levels.
The wate~team exp~essed a g~eat conce~n about the fact that they
we~e not t~ained to p~ovide the social skills ~equi~ed as backg~ound
to the technical inf~ast~uctu~e. They found themselves conf~onted
with a massive g~oundwo~k that was needed in o~de~ fo~ them to
sta~t in the fi~st place. The technician desc~ibed his as a ve~y good
lea~ning expe~ience. He admitted that when he came into Mabheleni he
neve~ thought that the~e was a need fo~ him to engage in most of
the community o~ social aspects he was conf~onted with.
Fu~the~, he was put in a ve~y diffe~ent pictu~e f~om what he
discove~ed about thea~ea. He was told, since the~e we~e
~ep~esentatives which we~e al~eady elected f~om the diffe~ent wa~ds
the community was o~ganised, people we~e ~eady to pa~ticipate in all
the wo~k ~equi~ed of them, the a~ea boasted a well o~ganised
committee, and that he was going to wo~k with some local women who
we~e going to help him out with social input.
To his su~p~ise, that was a myth, fo~ the installations could not
sta~t without a well wo~ked out st~ategy fo~ the social input. This
included info~ming the gene~al public in a much mo~e extensive way.
To make membe~s of the committee unde~stand what the goals of the
p~oject will be, so that they can comp~ehend thei~ ~ole in the
p~oject. The debates about who gets employed, what c~ite~ia to use
to change a pe~son f~om a voluntee~ to a paid membe~ of staff, how
much to pay who etc., has to be unde~stood to avoid sowing divisions
and conflict.
This then, indicates the complexities involved in an attempt to b~aid
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the technological with the social aspects of a rural water scheme.
The educational part of it is an enormous task. From environmental
to primary health, to organisational to technical skills training,
these educational needs have not been addressed but the need to
have them for the empowerment of the community has been
acknowledged, by most of the interviewees
Institutional Framework
In terms of the institutional framework for the organisation it has
been discovered that a lot of ground has not been covered. To the
average person in the area it is not clear what the project stands
for. For a backwards and forwards network system this understanding
is crucial. It will not help to have nice and durable facilities with
no one to maintain them. The kind of linkage between the different
development sectors the co-op is involved in, has to be instilled
into the community so as to improve other aspects of their well-
being.' Water' is more than just a glass of clean water. As it has
been discussed in the text, this too has an educational implication.
Although a framework is necessary it important to realise that each
area has its peculiarities.
Budget
Evidence suggest that the co-op has done a lot of work in terms of
generating funds. It is said to have made big profits which indicate
the potential for the area to build itself and be self-sufficient.
So far, two trucks for delivery have been bought out of the co-op
money, they have made a decision to increase their paid staff. They
intend to pre-fund more small collectives, they have funded two
university students to do a degree that is going to relate to the
needs of the area, they intend to build another school from the co-
op funds as well as raise more money for a creche.
The co-op bookkeeper has been commended for his good work. He does
not have any formal training but he is said to have never had any
deficits. He is also a very disciplined person. However without him
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the~e will be a gap because othe~ people do not unde~stand much of
his wo~k. This also has educational implications.
P~oject p~ocedu~e
The~e has been no standa~dised p~ocedu~es. The belief was that
human development is a p~ocess and that it should g~ow o~ganically.
IMPLICATIONS FOR REPLICABILITY
Since the p~oject is still new, and has not add~essed some
essential questions yet, ~eplicability then was difficult to measu~e.
Although, the~e have been some people who have visited the a~ea to
get some 'hands-on-the-job t~aining' the~e has been no ~epo~ts of
whethe~ thei~ expe~ience has wo~ked in thei~ own a~eas.
SUt1t1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The empowe~ment app~oach is conce~ned about b~inging about change
beyond the na~~ow objectives often conceived by p~oject planne~s.
The impact of ~u~al wate~ schemes goes beyond wate~ and health but
influences and is influenced by social, economic and envi~onmental
changes that have positive o~ negative influences on individuals,
g~oups and communities.
Measu~ing empowe~ment methodologically is complex and difficult.
Howeve~, empowe~ment can be measu~ed by testing the social and
technical inputs on a p~oject. Fo~ empowe~ment to have been achieved
in a wate~ scheme, the~efo~e, implies that the~e should be effective
pa~ticipation ; women should play a majo~ ~ole the~e should be an
effective and sustainable utilisation of wate~ sou~ces ; and the
p~oject should lead to the ~eplication of activities in othe~ a~eas
and fields of development.
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CHAPTER 7 RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
7.1. Questions arising
This study has used an evaluative framework to test the presence
or absence of empowerment in the Mabheleni water scheme. It came
out clearly that the control over decision making processes
constitute effective participation. The development of women would
only be achieved if women had control over their lives, this was
absent for the Mabheleni women. The potential for sustainability of
the project when external financial technical and managerial
assistance has been phased out does not exist. Partly due to the
lack of a balance between technical inputs and social inputs,
educational needs requirements thereof and due to the gender blind
nature of the project. Effective utilisation of the water sources is
not achieved partly because of the educational implications of
hygienic use, and due to the lack of involvement of the haulers and
managers of water. The ability of the project to duplicate
elsewhere is limited because it is still at the elementary stages for
this to occur and this would have required the achievement of the
above factors anyway.
Nevertheless, there are questions arising from these findings :
Is the lack of effective participation really the technical emphasis
in the project or is it the social relations which also emerged
strongly? Since there is a suggestion of lack of control with the
exception of some individuals who were said to felt they were in
control. Is felt control - same is actual control? Does this lead
to real empowerment? Is this situation not greatly affected by the
political power that does not really exist for everyone in the area
? How empowering is empowerment on a small scale, without political
and economic power ?
It has been argued several times that empowerment as prescribed by
the framework, is a process. But is it fair for the suggestions made
when this project has only started the actual operation for six
months ? How long should the process of empowerment take? There
is a marked constant reminder by the co-ordinator that the people
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are learning on the job. How much space should be given to the
people to learn for themselves to achieve the goal and objectives of
the project? Alternatively will the absence of NFE limit what is
possible ?
Another social research question arising from the study, is the
question of consciousness raising as a researcher. Since there was
enthusiasm to answer but most women felt they were stupid, and
helpless but hopeful, to what extent do ethics of social research
allow conscientisation by the researcher? How does it influence
research and empowerment ?
This study is not going to provide straight answers to these
questions but would like to suggest that answers can be found on
the theory of empowerment to a great extent. To a certain extent it
really depends on the material situation of the project. That is, the
political economy within which it is situated, the social relations
occuring, the cultural dynamics of the area, the type of an NGO
working in the area, the personalities of the people responsible to
take action
etc.
(both from the community and the development agency)
Refering to the theory of empowerment, it was suggested that a
gender -planning perspective is necessary for empowerment to occur.
It is argued that one of the central debates in the theory of
empowerment are the relations between gender and power relations.
To reiterate :
While it recognises the importance of women to have power it seeks
to identify power not in terms of domination by others, but:
"it is the right to determine choices in life and to influence the
right direction of change, through the ability to gain control over
crucial material and nonmaterial resources" (Moser, 1989 :1815).
Also Abrams provide a slightly different but related aspect by
arguing that the result of empowerment of individuals, people,
communities, and mass organisations is seen as the gaining of control
of social, political and economic factors which people's daily lives.
Importantly, it is argued that the regaining of knowledge and self-





The empowerment approach is not only meant to empower women but
for rural water supply (much as any development project), the primary
involvement or empowerment of women is a fundamental necessity. What
constitute the empowerment approach in a rural water project are :i)
effective participation ii) the development of women iii)
sustainability of the water scheme iv) effective use of water v) the
snow - ball effect that results. All these have educational
implications. If these five components are encompassed in all stages
from pre-planning, planning, implementation, monitoring and management
of the project, technical and social inputs would have been braided
together. The way to do it is through non-formal education (NFE).
Non formal education for social issues involves i) building the
organisational capacity (meaning training and information on
accountability, collective leadership, efficiency etc.)
ii) enhancing environmental awareness through an educational
programme that considers local beliefs and needs
iii) emphasising the relationship between water and health
sanitation; water and development etc.
On technical issues NFE involves, i) training in the water quality
testing, assessment of the relevant and appropriate technology for
communities, the capacity of the spring ii) training in issues
affecting effective use.
It is only through the blending of these that any success in
empowerment can be boasted of. It is futile to have organisationally
strong communities who have no knowledge of and any sense of
appreciation for the environmental conservation, because the decision
on the type of technology that will be appropriate in an area also
depends on this. As with the gum trees, there might not be enough
water in that area anymore. Same with the use of fertiliser in
agriculture, it might lead to water pollution if the topography and
climate is predisposed towards that. Therefore, NFE for empowerment
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should consider this.
It is useless to have enthusiastic women who can do all the digging,
the loading, supply loads of good food, provide plenty of
accommodation, all for the sake of ' s a f e water', if at the end of it
all they will drink water contaminated between the source and the
mouth.
It does not help to have litres and litres of 'safe -water' if the
sanitary practices in the area will take the people back to square
one. Hence, the issue about water should be the issue about
empowerment, the issue about empowerment should be the issue about
women 's rights, the issue about women ~s rights should be the issue
about political and economic power, policy and decision making.
Case Study Mabheleni
In terms of the criteria outlined in this dissertation, the water
project in Mabheleni has not achieved most of the necessities for
empowerment.
In terms of social inputs there is not much organisation happening in
the area. However with the start of the project and its philosophy
of the co-op, it is likely to attract many activities. There is a
great potential for success and development only if there is a
consideration of the requirements for empowerment. Training and NFE
is at the heart of building organisational capacity, the people are
willing, there are human and material resources to a certain extent,
and the ' po we r f u l authorities' are open to it.
It should be noted that women are instrumental in effective
participation for various reasons. For the fact that they meet in
various places and can disseminate information effectively. They are
an active part of what the co-op ~ s concerned about in their own
ways. They build the houses, they nurture children, they attend to
the fields, they collect water or are responsible for delegating the
children to, they are concerned with the education of their children
(as evidenced by their participation in school issues), they run their
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homes and thus require an income. If then the project's priority
areas are water, education, housing and agriculture women should at
least know what the co-op is all about, its objectives, its progress
even before deciding on whether they want to participate.
If the co-op is about generating funds and implanting them in the
community, then people have to know about this intention, how it is
going to go about it, who owns it, and its success. To reiterate NFE
for empowerment is the immediate vehicle towards effective and
sustainable use of water supply. Without these, as it is indicated by
the results of the study, the Mabheleni water scheme is still far
from empowerment they are espousing, also water will remain a cup or
a bucket of water to the women of Mabheleni. The co-op will remain
just a shop organised by the chief, with the philanthropic help of
the 'white men'.
As far as technical input are concerned, through practical experience
it is clear that there is no 'technical' without 'social' in rural
water, as there is no social without the technical know-how.
7.3. Conclusion
This dissertation started by explaining the purpose and the rationale
of the study. The purpose being to explore the use of empowerment
approach in providing rural women with water. An appraisal of a water
scheme in the Mabheleni area was also the purpose. The rationale
given is in terms of the advantages ofa gender aware approach and
the theoretical influences of empowerment.
Subsequent to that is the framework which explains what empowerment
consists of~ The same framework was used for evaluating the
Mabheleni Water Scheme. The framework forwards effective
participation, the development 'of women, effective utilisation of
water sources, sustainability of water schemes, and replicability of
development benefits as the indicators necessary for empowerment in
a water scheme. In this part the deatils of what constitutes
empowerment are given.
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The last part dealt with the actual assessment of the water scheme
in Mabheleni. The background to the Mabheleni Project as a whole is
given as well as the water scheme within that, the research
methodology and the limitations of the study were discussed and the
analysis and in~erpretation of data was done. The tested hypothesis
was that the combination of social and technical development forms
the basis for empowerment in a rural water supply. These social and
technical aspects are encompassed within the framework.
The results were that there is a lack empowerment in the water
scheme. Reasons for this were given i n the questions arising. They
are partly due to the technical emphasis of the project at the
expense of social development, partly due to the lack of nonformal
education, as well as the fact that the project itself is new and
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(Gui d i ng questions to f ocus s ed i n t e r v i ews and group discussions )
BJidinq questions for End-users
Vl:LLNTtRV PND EFFECTIVE: PPfITICIPATICJ\l
General :
1. What organisational activities are found in this area
2. Which ones are you involved In ~
~. How did you hear about them ~
4. In what . way are you involved in those (eg. an elected executive~ govt. or
NGO official. educated member of the community, professional,)
Is there any activity that you consider the communitv does in improving
the standard of 1i ving In thls area ')
6. What is you~ con~~lDutlon ~
7 . ~'!ho initiates ac t i v i tv?
Wa.ter
lA)he~e do you collect (AJate,:'
..:... tNhe,e did you collect J.,:-·;ater- before
HaN did yOU hea, acc~t the wate, scheme 7
How long did it take you 0, the corrm.m i t.v LO "ave access to tA)ate~ ->
In what way trJer-e YC'U involved in the establishment o f the l;.Jate~ scheme C)
6. Who else has been involved in this establishment ~
7. What contributions were made by the chief(s ) o~ izinduna
a. Hov'J 00 they usually rielp ")
1. Who makes decisions within the water user group in this neighba~rhood ~
2. Who selected the group leaders ~
ifJho decides what activi "LleS tne group should under-take "-;,
4. Wh31:. is YOu!~ oos i t.ion in tne oroup r;
5. Do 'law have any intentions of changing your position?
b • T.+-..... i not. hov-.; 101lg do you think 'IOU are qo i nq to r-emain in this position
1. Who decided where tne water pumps or tanks or taps should be located ~
3. if.jno decided on tr-1E' individual or people l'Jho dO r-epalrs -'
4. Hov-,' are they renumer-ated f or thelr Sen"llCeS~"'
:1 .. Do YOL.'; thi.nk thE'\/ deSel\JE to De lenumerated
1. Have VDU ever experienced any problems about the decisions on water" "")
2. Wnat sort of problems ' :CO Wherl '/
0. How would you have liked the declsions to be /
4 .. What do you think vour r-ale should be as ar-; end -use!" .-.)
~<. Do you haVE to pay anything for the vJater '":)
6. Do you think you should /
7. Who should decide on the monetary contributions when there are any?
RLE DIFFEF£NTIATlrn
General
1 . Wna~ do you kn ow abou t c lubs/ organisations/commi~tees- in the are a 7
2 . Wno a re thelr repre sentati ves ?
3 . Do you kn OV-J what is i:a lked about in t reir meetings?
4 . Wner e do vou c on t r l bJt e / Explain.
5 . Who e lse is lnvo l ved /
6 . ~ G what c apac i t y
7 . What do you think y our- r-o l e in the community i s a nd should be /
Water :
1. i-'DtJ man y are vou a t home ? Pl e a s E' specify ages "?
2 . Who is t he househo l d head ?
~~ Wre r e i s e ac h one e f t he peop le ment l o ne d ~
Lj . vJh::J coll e cts wate r ? Whe re ~,
1 . Wt c I n the ha J s ehol d wa s t he f i r st hear abaJt the water scheme "?
2 . Who decided it ~ u l d be a g o od i dea t o be involved ?
3 . In what way were you and the members o f y ou r family i n vo l ved "?
4 . I n ~'\Ihat wa y i s i t i moorta n t to you to be invol ved ?
5 . Who do y ou t hin k is t he most important person I n the establishment o f
water '/
6 . Do V D U t hink it is enough f o r t ha t pe rson o r those people t o be the- onl y
ones '7
7 . Who do yaJ think s nau l d t a ke a l e a d ing role '/
--,._- - ,,_..._, . ~- , ~,-..-_.,- ~ - -- - '. .- ._--,.- ~ -_."_..__ .__.- ,- .-- -- ,.. _---..-- -- -,,- - - - - --,-_.,- ------ ---- .- . ._._..- ~ ._ . _- ._,-,_.._-~
EFFECTIVE PND 9..ETAI~ LH:: [F ~HER s.J=IPLy
Effective utLlisation :
Optimal Use 1. Kow many housenolds o~ families use the wate~ you a~e
2. Whe~e do you get wate~ to~ o~ink1ng
and othe~ '::'
washing self bathing cooking
3 . If you have to collect hOVJ many t i mes do you c ollect. per- dav?
4. What 00 you use t o col lect ~
5. Do you use all t he water- collect.ed ~€r dav 7 I f any left what 0 0 you do
with it?
6. How long Does it take you to collec t ? an d p!eviously ~
I . uo you kno~ what l S used to protect wat.e~ ~
8. WI-ry ,"ou ld you thin k water needs to be p,otected ~
9. Who manages the waLe, ~esau~ces and ensu~e it is not spoilt~
Hyg'enic Usp : 1. If you collect wate, do you no~mally go st~aight f ~om home
to water (not via shop,o~ anywhe~e)?
2. Do you have to boil wate~ befo~e using it. fo~ what?
3. I-f you do. how much do you boil ?
4. F O i what do you use the wate~ f~om the wate~ scheme?
5. Whe~e do vou put you~ wate~ at home.?
6. A~e the~e any child~en at home, ~anging f r om what ages --::'
7. ~J do you ensu~e that they also have access to wate~ at home~
8. How does the ,\late~ you no~mally use visually l ook like (in colou~)?
9. How often do you rinse your bucket?
10. What do you use to dip IAJater, IrJhere it is not a tap or tank or pump?
11. Wnere do you Keep your water-dipper?
12. Wheli do you sweep the floor at home? How many times a day?
13. Have you ever had anyone tell you about hygiene in this area?
14. What? and how often?
15. Do you think what lS said make any sense?
16. How would you change the circumstance if you are not satisfied?
Consistent Us'"
i .i ver / tap/ pump?
1. When do you declde to use raln water instead of
2. If it rains consistently, where do you get wate, from'":>
3. Have VDU eve, expe,ienced any Drought problems?
4. What do YOU do in such conditions?
Sustainable Use
Installation, Operation and f'1aintenance systems
i. Who installed the water points?
What was the community role in this?
3. How many installation points were built by communities?
4. How many require improvement or renovation?
5. Were water points producing sufficient water in all seasons?
b. What do you think about the Duality of water at source?
75 Have rules developed about ope~ation and maintenance?
8. Who is responsible f o r the costs incurred i n the process?
9 . What is the contribution o f t he community t owar ds main tenanc e costs ?
10 . I t t here are c osts involved~ h~J are f unds managed?
11 . Whe r e do you ge t s pa re pa,ts from/
17 What has been t he government. lole lf1 spare part s provision?
~~ . , I s it possible fo r e veryone t.o get ( e go pump ) water- t r om "(ne source?
14 . Is water ava i l ab l e throug hout t he d a y f r om tne source'?
1:'<. Do vo t, nave a l tern a t i v e me a n s of at t a i r:i ng wate r- i r: a c a s e of
unavai l a bil ity ?
16. Do y ou t hink it lS necessary to ha ve i t in your area?
Co mpet enc p and conf idenc e a monq wate,- users a nd I n p r o jec t ex pert~
L I s t he he lp 'fro m e xoer t s readil v a vai labl e ir: c a s es o f crisis?
2 . If not, is the commun i t y capab le of resol v ing t e chnic al probl ems?
3 . Who does t he c ommuni t y approac h when and if It can not resolve i t ?
4 . Who makes decisions about tne need t or repairs, improvements l and new
installations?
5 . Are a l l water f a c i l i t i e s i n aworking condition at the moment?
6. Do you t hink t he community can operate and manage the water scheme
without t he e xisting f inanc i al a n d mater ia l ass istance?
7 . How muc h relp do you t hin k is s ti l l neede d ?
Environmenta l Cons e rvat i on
1. Where do you t hin k water originate from?
2 . What do you t h i nk is the worst quality o f water?
2 . What do yo u thi nk causes water pol lut i on ?
3 . Do VDU think that v2ter pollution can be prevented?
4. itJhat i n y our- o p.in.i.on l:=' tne bes t way of protecting water s our ces ?
5 . Wha t is t he role o f the communi t y in ensuring that water s ources are
protected?
6. Do you thin k there is a n y i-ole that waLersheds play? Exp l aar..
STRLCl1.RPL ruTU\ll'1Y WITHIN~I5ATI[N
CcmTuni ty l eve l
1. What o rganisationa l ac tiv i ties a r e i nvolved In tl,e water supp l y~'
2 . ifJt"ia t i s t he ,DIe o f a n ind i v i dual . li Ke VOLt i f! tha t ,0 r g a n i s a Li o n ?
3 . Whe n nave vou , a s a user-group. ssol i c i t.ed ne l p since .irrs.ta Ll a t i o n ?
4 . F-'r o m \."Jhom?
5 . Whi ch dec isions rests o n y o u i n t he wa Le r s c he me?
6 . Who controls your fi n ances?
I . Wno selected this person /peop le.
8 . When do you think you c a n e ff ect c hange i n the wa ter project .
9 . Who det e rm i nes the sta rt o f a water-user-group?
10 . Wha t a re lS the d i f fe r ence between your user-group and the o t her
neighbourhoods?
11 . Ca n 'law be comfo,table if we t a ke t he l e a d r e s f r om the nex t
neighbourhood a wa y? why?
. ~ • • I •
. ~'Jate r F'o l f c v
The fol lowing po i nts shou ld be di scussed thoroug hl y wit h t he f u ll
unders tanding o f both t he party apply ing fo r a water pro j ect a nd t he
Ma bhel en i Wa ter Commi t t e e members.
The Fi n a l Authority needs to be with the MNC r eg ard1ng the
ap p r ova l \ r e j ection o f applicat ions and t he i mplementat ion o f t he
specifi c water sc heme . The water d e v e lo pment t e am i s a ccountable on
t o the MWC o r pers on s d esign ate d by t hem t o contro l t he work. Thi s
me an s a ll ma tters s u c h a s payments ~ con di tions o f employment ~ l eave~
disc ipline e tc. will be handl ed by MNC.
1. Community
Th i s c o vers mac ro i s s ues i n t he a r e a s s u c h 2S the p rovisi o n o f
wa t er for sc hool s ~ clinic s~ communi ty g a r dens, irrigation ~ wa ter
p ipel in e s o n t he s c a l e of v il lage or t own sh i p.
2 . Nei gh bourho od
Thi s c ove rs micro is s u e s s u c h a s the prov i s ion o f wate r f or
individual households~ stores~ small clusters of homestead etc.
I
Whil e t he overal l g e ne r a l water po l icy will be c on s i s t a n t t hey wil l bb
differen ces betweeri the follow in g t wo a r e a s . Thus the fo llowing ~
poi nts n e e d t o be di s c ussed ~ u l l y and a g reed u pon.
1. Co mmu n ity
1 . 1 An appl ic a tion n e ed s to be ma d e by r e pre s e n t a t ive bod y o f the
communi t y con C (? I~ ned .. The I'H'JC 1'· e 5(·:?I'·V E)!:~ the I~ight tod i?cidr·", l.•JhE~ t he l'·
o r n ot the body i s t r u l y r e p resen tat ive ie i n t he c a s e o f a
s c ho o l \ the pa l~en t \ teac he rs \committee Ol~ a c o mmunity g ,:;l.rd en a nd t he
c o mmit tee members. I
. ~
1 .2 The application must be d on e f ormal l y in writ in g a n d t he r~ cpo nc~
s houl d be l iket.Ji se. =-, I ..::- _!
!
. , ~
1 .3 Onc e t he app l ication ha s be e n a p p r o ved in princip l e
rep r e sentative s from the body conc e r ned s ho u l d be i nv ited to



















C Applicants contribution towards those costs or means by which
money will be raised and who will control the money raised.,
D Applicants contribution in land ie storage facilities for
materials and tools~ accommodation and meals for MW Developers
when applicable, la~our required to move material to site,
' e xc a v a t e trenches for pipes, mix concrete etc.
!
~ Hand over maintenance and responsibility for the project and ti~e
pf:?lr i od .o f ~Jl..la)"'an t(2E~ 0 f \'JO I"'k man ~:; hi P •
1.4 If the particular scheme is large enough to warrant it a formal
agreement should be drawn up and signed by both parties to
protect both sides. Minutes of the meetings will be sufficient
in most smaller water schemes.
:I. .. ~i ' The Ivll.'JC ~:;t'loulcl h'::\VE: a 'fir-rn 1'~\J.::\lk (~\'J,::\'l" pol:i.c:y it any c oriditi on a
are not met or are broken.
I\If?iqhboul'-hood
All of the above points tor community can apply to neighbourhood wate~
scheme with the following additions:
2 .. 1 The MWC must make it very clear to those applying for water
scheme that it has a system of priorities and that these are
qorvened by the following factors
2.1.1 (:~ c omrnuni t.v ItJj::ltf:?I'" proi ec t; 1,,\lill hav e a r;J)'-r;,:atE~I'" 11~\IE~ighinr;J'1
order of priority on the job list than a neighbourhood
water project because it affects more people and therefore
is a wiser use of a MWC '5 limited resources
2.1 .. 2 Once a project has been placed on the job list and a date
to beginning nothing shall supersede it whether it is a
community project or not , unless it is seen as absolutely
critical by the MWC
'? .. 1 .~.') Lf ,',7, f '1,-.."",'. ','" ,. I t I' .1 I f_ _ ~ < arr1vlng a': a s' ~ar': lng oa~e "or a neighbourhood




i ~ . . 1,
i ·
look in q a s low i n mater i ali z in g the MWC s ha l l move the
wa t er ~ evelopmen t t e am on t o the nex t pro j e ct that i~ r eady
a nd ha s comp l ied with a l l i tems agreed on
2 . 1. 4 Th e MWC s hou l d t ak e spe cial ca re when assessing a .
ne iq hbou r hoo d pr oj e c t t hat a l l tho s e t ha t wil l be a f fe c ted
by i mp r ovemen ts made a re i n c l u ded a nd that the water
pro ject will not become a divisive i s sue
3. General
3.1 Th e MWC is t otally r e sponsi bl e f o r the water development te~m
a nd tak e s f u l l a c c ounta b i l i t y for t imeous payment of wages~
transporta tion to a n d f rom wa ter (on a week ly basi s ie
beggin g a n d e nd o f e a c h week) adequate benefits s uc h as
l e ave, s ic k l e bve , pen sion fund e t c .
3 . 2 The MWC i s so le l y r e s pon sib l e for t he di sc ip lin in g of the
water t e am an d fin al a ut ho r i t y r ests with them
3 .3 Th e MWC c 6ntrol s a n d i s a ccou n tab le f o r the tool s tha t the
wa t er team u ses~ t he ir ma in t en an c e a n d r epl a c ement - thi s c an
be del egated the seniou r water developer, but they need the
responsibi l i t y . Th e o rder i ng a n d t im eous delivery o f
ma t erial s - likew i s e del egated to the 5WM. Monitoring the
qual ity o f the c o mpleted work an d c hecki ng - the cl i en t s
sa t isfa c ti on with the comple ted produc t
Sen i o r Wa t er Developer
Cond ition s of e mp loymen t :
The pe r son se lected s hou l d ha v e a n d ag ree t o the f ollowing:
1. Qua lit ies a n d Ca~abiliti es
The; mus t hav e a norma l s tanda r d of fitness whi c h wil l e nab le
t hem to cope wi t h hard physical wor k. The~ ne ed to be a b le t o
c ommu n i cate we l l t o understand tec hn ic a l thin g s an d hav e the
prac t i cal ab i li t y t o a p p l y t he i r training
: -I ' [, ~I ' ' I
i.)
2. Experience\Qualifications
TiC rJ C~ ~.J ':'."' ,=-,'.' n ad v ,: \ 1"1 t.ac..J£:1 'CO t h f? ;:1 1::1 o l i C ","\n t t o 1'1,:\ vce h a d t';':-: pe J~ .i. f?n.CE' .'.,. ',: \,-J ,j {. .. J J. < , ,.
a n d s o me s o r t of training in the t echnical\construction indus try
:::::. F' ,,1'"/ment
Wages will be pa i d on a monthly ba si s by the MWC t r e a s u r e r .
These wi l l be at a s u m agreed upon by the MWC , they wil l be
s i g n e d for by a particular person. Allowance wi l l a lso be mad e
for annual l eave whi ch mu s t be appli ed for a minimum o f 2 5
wor king days before it i s to be t aken. Since l eave will be
qranted o n production of an official letter either signed by the
~li nic s i s t e r o r t he ho s pi ta l docto r . Compassionate l e ave will
be g r a nted at the d i scret ion of the MWC a s will u n pa i d l eave.
Le a v e ma y not be tak en in such a way s o a s to aff e ct the water
program detrimentally an d the MWC r e s e r v e s the right to spend the
e mp l o yee if they decide a f t e r the meeting in c aucu s that they are
n ot s atisf ied with the employee 's behaviour\att i t ude.
4. Working Conditions
4 . 1 The work ing we e k run s from Monday to F r i day , publ ic a nd
religious holidays e xc l uded . Th e day beg in s at 0 8 H00 a n d
f ini shes a t 16H30 with t ea from 10H00 to 10 H15 as well a s
lun ch from 13H00 to 13H45. These times are flex ible a t the
discretion of the seni our wa t~r develope r bu t s hould in n o
way j eoperdi se the s mo o t h or n ormal flow o f work. Ra in will
Obv iously affect t he wor k pattern a n d a c arefu l l og\re cord
mu s t be kopt; o f a l l " r a i n dava ! ' •
4.2 The water d evelopmen t , team i s e n t i t led to 1 pair o f g umbo o ts
a n d 2 pa irs o f ove rall s e a c h c a len da r yea r , issued on a s i x
mon thly bas is ie J a n ua r y a n d J u l y '. Th e s e items are the ir own
property and they a re respon s i ble for making sure t h a t t he y
last . They e n titled t o kee p them o n l eav ing t he e mployment
of t he Mabhel eni Water Team.
4 .3 Absol utely n o c on sum p t i o n o f any intOXic atin g dri nks o r
d r ugs wi ll be tolerated. Breakinq of thi s a g ree men t wi ll
lead to i nstan t di smi s s al.
11· • '~ I· ( '\1 t_..,~", c 11.\01-. (:_:., J. '.' ,... 1" I . t Ot" , 1 1 1·- 1 '
_.J y ,O' i:1·:ETrJ.lZa· - .lcWi lo'H . we a IOIr.J€?cI dur Lno work Ln q






















































c ommun i t y t he MWT is work ing i n . Brea ki ng of t his a g r eemen t
will lead to in s t an t d i smi s s al by t he MW C.
